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observations are found from logistics costs as well as shipment volume estimations in the
early phase of the focus ECP project. A notable finding is also that because goods were
transported as readily assembled as possible it caused expensive oversized cargo deliveries.

From findings and observation of the focus EPC project it can be derived that logistics has
to be involved in the early sales phase in order to receive more accurate logistics cost estimations for project deliveries. It is also noticed that in order to obtain savings in logistics
costs, oversized deliveries must be avoided.
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ABBREVIATIONS

APAC

Asia Pacific

Brea bulk cargo

Cargo that is too big or too heavy to be loaded onto a container
can be loaded directly onto the vessel

CAPEX

Capital Expenditures

DAP

Delivered At Place (named place of destination), Incoterms
2010

EMEA

Europe, the Middle East and Africa

EPC

Engineering, procurement and construction

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

EXW

Ex Works (named place of loading), Incoterms 2010

FCA

Free Carrier (named place of delivery), Incoterms 2010

FOB

Free on Board (named port of shipment), Incoterms 2010

Freight Ton

A unit for freighting cargo according to weight and/or cubic
measurement; calculated by means of maximum outer dimensions per packing item

IT

Information Technology

LCL

Less than Container Load

L/C

Letter of Credit

OPAL

Stands for common Operational model, Processes and Applications

SOC

Shipper Owned Container

TEU

Twenty foot equivalent unit (TEU); unit of measurement equivalent to one twenty foot shipping container
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1

INTRODUCTION

In the field of global business, project business has been recognized to be one of the most
dominant business modes for over 50 years. Project business significant characteristics are
uniqueness, complexity and discontinuity. (Sandhu & Helo, 2006, p. 600-601.) Project
business is brutal mode of business where only the strong will prosper.

Projects are calculated as well as planned schemes that aim to the defined objectives within
a schedule by using specified resources and its own project organization. Project should
also produce add value to its setter and benefit to its target through fulfillment of the project objective. Each project is unique and it has both beginning and end. Different projects
shouldn’t be similar even though wise organization aims to benefit by learning from its
working methods. (Rissanen, 2002, p. 14.)

In project business environment, companies have to have efficient and clear processes as
well as operations in order to manage projects successfully. In order to have efficient processes, companies have to continuously improve and measure processes. Process improvement is essential means to develop business and to improve results. Process improvement has been topical matter in business environment since the 1970’s and it has kept
it importance ever since. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 4.)

One key process to be improved is the logistics process. Logistics process supports core
business processes in many ways as it forms a process in which information, material and
cash flows are moving from supplier to customer. It is almost impossible to dodge encountering the customer when implementing the logistics process and therefore logistics process is one of the key success factors for the companies. (Sakki, 1999, p. 24.)

1.1 Background of the research topic
This Master’s Thesis has been implemented to a Finnish company in certain field of industry (hereinafter Company X). Company X works in challenging and uncertain project business environment in which various variables makes projects unique. Generally, the back-
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ground of the research topic was compounded from two separate subjects; OPAL Program
and case study of an actual EPC project (hereinafter EPC project Z).

Not long time ago, Company X launched and began to implement OPAL Program to its
offices. Program aims to deploy one common way of working which should enable growth
and profitability of business. One aim of the OPAL Program is to develop and deploy
common business processes to Company X. One of these processes is the Project Logistics
process.

In the year 2012, Company X announced a mega size EPC project sale. It was a pure turnkey sale and the sold technology was completely new. Considering the fact that this kind of
large scale EPC project has not been executed before, project team had to face various issues to overcome during the project implementation.

Because the EPC project Z has had its problems; questions about how standardized OPAL
Program processes would have troubleshoot the issues occurred during the project influenced the outcome arise. Therefore need for closer research of the in question EPC project
Z logistics was topical.

1.2 Objectives of the research and the research questions
The purpose of the Master’s Thesis is to examine Project Logistics process in accordance
with the OPAL Program as well as logistics process in EPC project Z. The aim of the research is to develop project logistics and thus the research questions are formed in a way
that the development of project logistics is in the focus of the Master’s Thesis. More specific research questions are:

1. What were the main logistics related issues during the EPC project Z?
2. What logistics related lessons can be learned from the EPC project Z?
3. Will OPAL Program based Project Logistics process improve project logistics related management?
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1.3 Limitations
Due to sensitive subject of the Master’s Thesis many contents cannot be highlighted in
detail, but in general form. For example, some costs are presented in percentages instead of
actual amounts. Due to the confidentiality reasons, Company X is presented anonymously.
This Master’s Thesis is written from the project logistics department point of view and it
mainly focuses on logistics process and its activities. Possible affects of the logistics process and its activities to other processes and process roles are taken into account but this
Master’s Thesis doesn’t focus on those in detail. It’s impossible to investigate other processes comprehensively within the Master’s Thesis scope.

Case study section concentrates on one particular EPC project, EPC project Z, within its
main contract scope. Latest change orders and some events have been limited out. Due to
the uniqueness, complexity and discontinuing nature of the projects it is justified to concentrate on a single EPC project within this Master’s Thesis scope.

1.4 Research strategy and methodology
Before the actual research can take place the researcher needs to define research topic, objectives, research questions, limitations and research methodology. This research began by
determining a research topic that would be beneficial to research. The final topic was ultimately decided in cooperation with certain Company X personnel. The background of the
research topic is presented in chapter 1.1. Objectives, research questions, limitations and
the research methodology were both derived from and determined to meet the topic as well
as case study scope.
Based on the traditional distinction, the research strategy of this Master’s Thesis is case
study. According to Hirsjärvi, Remes & Sajavaara (2010, p. 134-135) case study is detailed
and intensive study about a single case and it is usually interested about processes. Other
typical features of the case study are that single material is collected by using various
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methods, for example by observing, by interviewing and by examining documents
(Hirsjärvi et al., 2010, p. 135).

Case study is also one of the qualitative research modes. Qualitative research aims to study
the subject comprehensively. Typical characteristic of the qualitative research is holistic
information acquisition and the data is collected in natural and from real situations. Qualitative research favors people as data collection instrument but the data can be acquired by
using various methods such as theme interviews, participating observation or discursive
analysis of several documents and texts. Premise of the qualitative research is to study information multifaceted and in detail. In qualitative research it is common that the structure
of the research take shape while the research progresses. (Hirsjärvi et al., 2010, p. 161-162
and 164.)

In qualitative research, interview is usually the main data collection method. The main
advantage of interview is flexibility in data collection. On the other hand interview has its
downsides; it can include error sources which can be caused by interviewer, interviewee or
the interview situation. Hirsjärvi et al. (2010, p. 208-209) divide interviews into three different groups in accordance with the nature of the interview. These interview groups are a
structured interview, semi-structured interview and open interview. Interviews can be carried out as an individual interview, a double interview or group interview. (Hirsjärvi et al.,
2010, p. 204-206 and 208-210.)

By using observation method researcher can figure out what is really going on. By observation researcher obtains immediate and direct information from the functioning and behavior of the organization. It can be said that observations are real world research. Observation genres are systematic and involving observation. (Hirsjärvi et al., 2010, p. 212-214.)

Along qualitative research, many data collection methods that aim to understand the narrations, tales and memoirs created by the actors, have become more common. In this context,
research is based on biographical approach and distinctive documents. Data collection materials may be for example biographies, diaries, letters, memoirs or official documents. In
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summary, all previously mentioned belong to narrative research area. (Hirsjärvi et al.,
2010, p. 217.)
Practically this Master’s Thesis is divided into three sections of which after understanding
and learning of the applicable subjects is achieved. Learning process is the key factor
which enables to create solution for the research problem. Figure 1 presents the approach
how the research problem is resolved.

Figure 1. The progress path of the research.

First section is the literature research. Literature research helps to create understanding of
the subjects, thus generating foundation for the empirical research. Literature material was
collected from academic scientific articles and books related to the research subjects. Selected literature areas were process theory, logistics process theory as well as lessons learning theory.
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Empirical research is performed in the second and the third sections. Empirical section
contains a qualitative research of both OPAL Program based Project Logistics process in
section two and a true mega size EPC project Z in section three. Material for OPAL program research was gathered from the Company X’s internal databases and documents. On
the focus of the OPAL Program research was Project Logistics process which is one of the
sub-processes of the Deliver Solutions process. Entity of the OPAL Program was researched by the means of case study methodology but the main focus was on Project Logistics process.

Examine of the Project Logistics process supported the research of the logistics process of
EPC project Z. The most fitting methodology for the research of the EPC project Z was the
case study and the research was done by using the qualitative research methods. As in typical qualitative research, the research data is gathered from real life situations, in this case
from actual EPC project, EPC project Z, by using various data collection methods. The
data collection methods that were used in this research were observations, internal databases and documents as well as interviews.

In this case study, observation nature was involving as the researcher has actually been
project member in the EPC project Z. Despite the project membership, the researcher aims
to be as objective as possible when dealing with personal working experiences in the case
study research. Sufficient objectivity is fulfilled by continuous steering from the instructor
of the Master’s Thesis and project logistics department’s Logistics Manager. Nevertheless,
it must be taken into consideration that the bias and the view of the researcher may have an
effect on the results of the case study.

Another main data collection methods in this case study were databases and documents of
the Company X. In addition, case study has also included interviews and mainly the target
group of the interviewees was EPC project Z personnel but in order to get thoughts “outside the box”, also other key persons concerning the research topic were interviewed. In
addition, a benchmarking interview was implemented and the aim of the interview was to
clarify how project logistics related management is handled and organized in other company in similar business environment. Interview genre of the case study was so called open
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interview and it was carried out as an individual interview. For the case study purposes it
felt the most rational option. For Master’s Thesis research purposes eight people were interviewed and positions of the interviewees varied from Head of Supply in Sales to Logistics Manager. For confidentiality reasons neither specific details nor list of interviewees
cannot be presented.

First thing was to define main phases of the EPC project Z process in order to understand
what happens before and after logistics process phases. Next thing was to define key roles
of the logistics process as well as describe logistics process in EPC project Z. Review of
the ECP project Z findings and observations was done last.

Learning was achieved after detailed research of all three sections mentioned above. After
learning, the researcher was capable to resolve the research problem. Solutions were derived in such a way that development of significant entities was in focus rather than focusing on all, even minor issues.

1.5 Structure of the thesis
Introduction chapter is the first chapter of this Master’s Thesis and it contains the foundations for the whole research. In the introduction chapter, background of the Master’s Thesis is presented. In addition, objectives, research questions, limitations, research methodology, and structure of the Master’s Thesis are introduced. The introduction chapter is followed by the theory chapter. Theory chapter (chapter two) presents theory about processes,
process development and process modeling. In addition, theories about lessons learning
and logistics process are introduced in brief.

Company X is presented briefly in chapter three and the presentation also includes company’s mission, values, key figures and operational environment. In addition, Company X’s
project logistics department and its functions will be introduced. Chapter four concentrates
on the OPAL Program and it presents the background of the in question program. The
same chapter also presents Deliver Solutions process in general as well as Project Logistics
process in more detail.
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Chapter five focuses on the case study of the focus EPC project; EPC project Z. First part
of the case study chapter presents background and key details of the EPC project Z. Second
part of the case study chapter presents logistics process in EPC project Z and explains it.
Last part of the case study chapter presents logistics related findings and observations of
the EPC project Z.

Chapter six presents results of the research in the form of further actions and recommendations. This chapter provides answers to the research problem and it also gives a critical
view for both the results and the outcome of the Master’s Thesis. In addition, suggestions
for further research are given in the results chapter. Conclusions of the Master’s Thesis are
presented in the last chapter; chapter seven. The structure of the thesis is presented in figure 2.

Figure 2. The structure of the Master’s Thesis.
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2

BUSINESS PROCESSES

This chapter presents a literature review of the business processes. Literature review key
topics are process development and process modeling. Business process theory provides
tools for the case study process description done later in this Master’s Thesis. On the other
hand, theories of process measuring as well as key performance indicators were reviewed
less because the aim of this Master’s Thesis is not to create new processes. In addition to
business process theory, lessons learning as well as basic logistics process theories are
highlighted in this chapter.

2.1 Introduction, key phenomena and concepts
Since the 1970’s companies have tried to improve organizational effectiveness by the
means of process modeling, process improvement and re-engineering. The key features of
the process approach are systematic thinking, customer orientation, sense of direction, focusing on value creative activities etc. Especially efficiency improvement efforts and decreasing non-value creative activities are linked to process approach. Sometimes process
approach highlights tools, documentation and IT-systems which are crucial means when
spreading common practices and automating operations. A process may concern whatever
part of the company’s business or in case of other types of organizations, not-for-profit
pursuing activities; creation of innovations, manufacturing, customer relationship management, etc. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 4-5.)

Processes are chains of activities that create added value to customers by utilizing resources of the company. Figure 3 illustrates process and its connection to the customers.


Customer: a process always means chain from customer-to-customer. Customer can
be unknown or known, internal or external, but requirements, needs and expectations towards the process are always set by the customer.



Added value: a process increases added value to input(s) that it receives thus resulting output(s). Added value comes from customer requirements, needs and expectations.
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Chain of activities: in a process, operations that add value consist of many interrelated activities. The chain of activities can be specified or unspecified, complex or
simple.



Resources: resources such as knowledge, capital, workforce, raw materials etc. are
needed and expended by the process. Resources can be company’s own or acquired
from external resource provider. Resources incur costs and their number is limited.
(Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 5-6.)

Figure 3. Simplified view of a process (Adapted from Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 6).

As shown in figure 3, process has an input and an output. Inputs transform to outputs
through set of logically related activities and resources. In business environment, some
processes are critical to success. These critical processes are called business processes.
(Laamanen & Tinnilä 2009, p. 121, 126) Especially in business environment, a distinction
can be done between a business process and a process: a business process is a process that
generates income whereas a process can be whichever process. One can identify core and
support processes of which core processes are engaged to an external customer, whereas
support processes are company’s internal processes aiming to serve core processes. Likewise one can identify main and sub-processes or different process levels. Main process can
split into various sub-processes and those can be presented on several different levels.
Whilst process improvement, one can identify current process, a process as it is currently
executed, and target process, a process as it should be. The actual process modification
needs can be identified from the differences between actual and target process (Martinsuo
& Blomqvist, 2010, p. 6.)

Process objectives and the resources it requires define how process is linked to a company’s organizational structure. The apparent connection between core processes and organizational structure is presented in figure 4. In figure 4, a core process “pierces” all business
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units of the organization, thus requiring resources from all business units. In figure 4 case,
the role of the process would be essential. In such organizations that operate with non process-based methods, the role of the process in an organizational structure would be quite
secondary. Organizations can be process-based organizations or matrix organizations
where process objectives and accessible resources link process to organization’s structure.
(Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 6-7.)

Figure 4. Example of a company’s process architecture and organizational structure
(Adapted from Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 7).

Both process management and controlling is required if an organization wants to achieve
its objectives. Fundamental elements in process management are setting targets for processes, understanding and measuring of the process feedback and using the feedback data
in process development. Process targets should be based on the objectives of the company
and besides output-based; feedback should also be acquired during the process. One efficient way to steer the process towards its targets is to include rewards and tying incentives
into process. In this case, careful process target placing, expedient measuring and monitoring are required. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 7.)
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2.2 Process development
Organizations can improve their performance by the means of process development. Process development may lead to a process oriented approach, significant re-engineering of
current processes, or improving existing processes in an exceptional way. Even though
mentioned development practices differ in their implementation, the basic steps of the process development follow the same route. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 8.) These basic
steps are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Basic steps in process development (Adapted from Martinsuo & Blomqvist,
2010, p. 8).

Process development starts with delimiting the scope of the in question project, and by
determining the process that will be affected. One can delimit the scope by exploiting
available data of the current process. Targets of the company are in important role when
scope of the development project is defined. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 9.)

After specifying of the development scope one needs to acquire all possible and trustworthy data from the current process. Data for completely new process is acquired from previous process and its value adding activities or by benchmarking other organizations similar
process implementation. From the existing processes it is wise to gather visualizing data
about the process functionality as well as general measurement data of the process. I.e.
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interviews and observation of the process are couple examples about the various data collection methods that can be used in process analyzing. Comparison between the current
state of the process and the performance objectives indicates whether results produced by
the process are desirable. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 9.)

Areas of process development are defined after process analyzing and after that the target
process will be modeled. It’s not extraordinary that under redefining is the entire process
but more often redefinition concerns only a limited part of the process; for example subprocesses or process interfaces. In target process description, the process must be able to
reach its performance objectives. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 9.)

There are two environments where the process can be tested after target process modeling;
in real work environment or simulated environment. In testing environment it is possible to
support and observe the process thus enabling final adjustments and corrections before
comprehensive implementing. Testing before implementation is highly recommended as
faulty models may cause costs. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 9.)

Comprehensive process implementation means that old guidelines, routines and practices
supplanted by new ones that are in-line with new process. Beside internal parties, such as
employees, also external parties, inter alia customers and subcontractors, receive trainings
that clarify implementation of the new process as well as new roles in process. New process will also affect to control and monitoring systems as those need to be modified in such
a way that those serve the purposes of the new process. Also renewal for interfaces and
connections to other processes and systems are done. Effective implementation of a process requires support from the management system and operational model of the organization. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 9-10.)

Continuous improvement requires constant and systematic feedback data gathering. Process owner is responsible for the performance and the resources of the process and thus
process is under control and management. Continuous monitoring and tracking enables
identification of new improvement areas and process corrections. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist,
2010, p. 10.)
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2.3 Process modeling
Process modeling is mean to visualize either current process or target process and to make
potential flows and improvement needs visible (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 4). Relevant processes are identified from broad value chains that involve company or from real
operating environment of the company. Even if process development concerns single processes the trigger for development is to know in which part of the broader process architecture process belongs. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 11.)

In order to be able to form the process architecture and recognize relevant processes, key
(business) customers as well as the form of chain between customers, the company and the
suppliers must be determined. Customer chain and value chain identification enables determination of the company’s most crucial processes, in other words, core processes that
add value most to customers. It is important to know direct customers of the process and its
connections to wider value chain (interfaces, inputs, outputs). In addition, it is important to
identify how process generates added value and what kind of added value it is. In order to
be effective, process needs resources and support and most beneficial it would be to determine the kind at this stage. One aspect in process architecture is naming of the processes.
There should be logic in process naming and the name should indicate the main purpose of
the process. Usually naming follows either task-based or output-based description.
(Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 11-12.)

2.3.1 Mapping the Process: General Description

When one is doing the process mapping it means that one identifies and describes valueadding activities as well as information and material flows that are related to those. It begins with identifying the inputs and the outputs i.e. the start and end of the whole process.
In addition to inputs and outputs, it is possible to delimit the in question process by delineating in a general level its interfaces, added value, main activities and resources (people,
material, systems and support). (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 12.) Delimiting of the
core process is presented in figure 6.
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Figure 6. Delimiting of the core process and its coarse description (Adapted from
Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 13).

One effective way to proceed when one is describing the current state of the process is to
proceed from the start towards the end while simultaneously tracking value-adding activities as well as both information and material flows. Contrary to current state describing
method, target process description should be done vice versa, i.e. from end to start. In
coarse description of a process one must identify the main phases (value-adding activities)
and crucial decision points of the process. In addition, one must also identify inputs and
outputs of a specific phase as well as general description of the activities and decision
points of the specific phase. Furthermore, one must also identify interfaces, resources and
support systems. In practice, more specific process description takes place on the phase or
sub-process level. Example of a coarse description of the main phases and their content in
a core process is presented in figure 7. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 13.)
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Figure 7. Coarse description of the main phases and their content in a core process
(Adapted from Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 13).

2.3.2 Mapping the Process: Detailed Description

More detailed examination of a particular process should be taken into consideration if it is
critical to survival or efficiency. In this case resource allocation for each task is required.
Sometimes proper process implementation may require extremely detailed flowcharts or
practical guidelines. Detailed process description separates tasks that are measurable and
controllable as well as interrelation between the tasks. Detailed process description also
separates roles and responsibilities that are needed for performing the activities. Tasks may
require tools and information and in that case it is beneficial to describe those as well.
(Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 13-14.)

A clear distinction between two different situations must be made when making a detailed
process description:


A detailed description is usually needed if the process should always be executed
precisely the same way: This way consistent information can be provided to all involved persons in the process.
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If the process doesn’t need to be executed always precisely the same way and if it
contains uncertainty it is better not to make too detailed description. In this case,
phase-specific task could be suitable solution. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p.
14.)

Several variations of detailed process description exist but none of the methods has established its status as the standard practice. Mainly used methods are: flowchart, process flow
diagram, task matrix and textual instructions. Table 1 presents symbols that are most frequently used and quite standardized. Standard symbols are used in flowchart and process
flow diagrams although illustration of the process differs between these two methods.
Flowchart example is presented in figure 8 and process flow diagram in figure 9.
(Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 14.)

Table 1. Common symbols used in process mapping (Adapted from Martinsuo &
Blomqvist, 2010, p. 15).
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Figure 8. Example of a flowchart (Adapted from Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 16).

Figure 9. Example of a process flow diagram (Adapted from Martinsuo & Blomqvist,
2010, p. 16).
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2.4 Measuring processes and lessons learning
One can collect feedback information from processes and utilize it for example for continuous improvement. Measuring and monitoring can focus on the inputs and outputs of the
process or the functionality of the process. Outputs related information is easily accessible
and thus good basis for measuring. On the other hand measuring continuous improvement
related outcomes, such as production volumes or customer satisfaction, are done subsequently and thus information is not up-to-date for process guiding purposes. In uncertain
environments measuring focus is usually in inputs such as resources or expenses because it
may not be easy to acquire other data. Measuring outputs does not either advance process
optimization during its implementation. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, p. 20-21.)

As in processes, also in projects organizations lessons learning and thus improvement opportunities are perceived. Strengths and weaknesses can be discovered when project team
constantly documents lessons learned. Other similar projects that will be implemented in
the future may benefit when lessons learned of older projects are documented. When documenting lessons learned during the project life cycle it is also possible to avoid problems
in later project phases. (White & Cohan, n.d., p. 1.)

Organizations that are committed to continuous improvement use lessons learned practices.
According to White & Cohan (n.d., p.1) processes how lessons learned are collected,
shared and disseminated may vary but it usually includes five main factors; defining the
project, collecting information, verifying applicability, storage and dissemination. One has
to define the project from which lessons learned are needed. There should be need and
purpose to establish lessons learning. In collect phase information is collected and in verify
and synthesize phase it needs to be determined if lessons are relevant to other projects,
unique to a specific project or applicable to whole organization. Lesson learned storing is
usually done in electronic databases so that it will be available for future needs. When past
lessons or best practices are successfully disseminated information will be reused and
knowledge is applied. Dissemination is the most important factor in successful lessons
learning. (White & Cohan, n.d., p. 1-2.)
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Basically lessons learned can be captured by using integrated, post-facto or combination
method. In integrated approach lessons learned are included in project reporting regularly
and consistently. Post-facto is more detailed and thorough project examination but also
more complex approach. In projects it is at times done reactively. Combination approach is
a combination of integrated and post-facto approaches in other words lessons learned are
done on regular basis and at the end of the project. (White & Cohan, n.d., p. 3-5.)

The importance of learning lessons from one project to another is most certainly crucial but
nevertheless often neglected. Projects are fundamentally complex and usually the nature of
the project organization is temporary. The same thing is with project processes that are in
most cases temporary and unique. These factors hinder learning. Core processes have to
support organizational learning in order for organizations to learn. (Williams, 2008, p. 248249.) In addition, lessons learned must be easily accessible and searchable. Relevant lessons learned from older projects should be reviewed before the beginning of new projects.
Old lessons learned review before new projects should be incorporated to be more requirement than just alternative. (White & Cohan, n.d., p. 8.)

2.5 Logistics process
Success in business requires creating of capabilities and product-service combinations that
are desired by the customers. Distinct value adding activities form customer service process which is often called the core business process. It consists of work tasks in different
departments and it contains, for example, sales, marketing, procurement, material handling,
manufacturing, and distribution activities. Logistics process is formed when phases, which
are part of delivery of goods or services, are linked as one entity. It begins from the customer and its information flows move first via company to suppliers. Flow of materials
moves to the opposite direction and it end ups to customer after guidance done by the
company. (Sakki, 1999, p. 24.)

Logistics process goes through company and its many areas of responsibilities and it is as
much a part of marketing as it is part of material related activities. Logistics is not just a
single activity that only moves goods forward in value chain. It is a process that consists of
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many work tasks that are often apart from each other. Logistics process supports the execution of the core business process. (Sakki, 1999, p. 24.)

Logistics process contains a lot communication between people and it is connected in one
way or another to several work tasks executed in the company. Logistics process encounters customer in many places and thus it is a key success factor that can make or break you.
In short, logistics is control and implementation of flow of materials as well as information
and cash flow related to it. (Sakki, 1999, p. 24.) Logistics process is presented in figure 10.

Figure 10. Logistics process (Adapted from Sakki, 1999, p. 25).
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3

COMPANY PRESENTATION

This chapter introduces Company X in brief. This chapter also introduces Company X’s
mission, values and some key figures. In addition, current operating environment of the
Company X will be highlighted. Furthermore, Company X’s project logistics department
and its functions will be introduced. Due the confidentiality reasons Company X is presented anonymously.

3.1 Company X profile
Company X foundations are based on two major companies in certain field of industry.
Another company dates back to 1910 and the other even further, to 1897. Present company
name was established in 2007. (History 2015)

Company X provides advanced technologies and services for certain field of industry. Provided technologies and services enable customers to use certain resources in ecological
way. Company X is one of the leading providers of specific technologies and it has developed various groundbreaking technologies to certain field of industry. Company X also
provides innovative solutions to other industrial sectors as well. Company X has global
sales and service network as well as company owned research facilities. (Company profile
2015)

Company X operates globally and it has delivered equipment or services to more than 80
countries. Company X wants to be near the customers and partly for this reason Company
X is present in 30 countries. Company X is multinational company and it has employees
over 60 nationalities. Figure 11 presents locations of R&D, sales and service centers as
well as manufacturing/assembly workshops. Company X has clustered its operations in
three regions: the Americas, APAC (Asia Pacific) and EMEA (Europe, the Middle East
and Africa). (Company X presentation, 2015, p. 7 and 11.)
As shown in figure 11, Company X doesn’t have that many own manufacturing/assembly
workshops and roughly 90 percent of manufacturing is sourced from external suppliers.
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Thousands of suppliers are sourced around the world and usually the suppliers are mechanical workshops, component manufacturers and local engineering and construction companies. (Suppliers 2015)

Figure 11. Company X’s R&D, sales and service centers as well as manufacturing/assembly workshops locations (Adapted from Company presentation, 2015, p. 7).

3.1.1 Mission, values and key figures

The mission of the Company X is to use certain resources in ecological way (Our core
2014). Company X values are based on four principles. The core value of the Company X
is commitment to sustainability and it has been integrated for all doings inside the Company X. Other three dimensions of the core value are Creating Leading Technologies, Aspiring for Excellence and Building Success Together. (Company X Values, p. 3.)

Company X has been listed on the Nasdaq Helsinki since 2006. In 2014 net sales were
approximately 1,4 billion euros and the operating profit was about 10 million euros. In
2014 Company X had over 4,500 employees around the globe. (Financial Statements,
2014, p. 15 and 20.)
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3.1.2 Operating environment

Year 2014 was challenging for Company X due to inter alia uncertainties in the global
economy which has led to postponed investments for the industry. Other reasons for challenging times were low fossil energy prices and intensified competition on weakened markets. Compared to previous year, Company X’s order intake decreased by 22% in Capex
business. (Financial Statements, 2014, p. 3-4.)

Globally uncertain macroeconomic situation as well as geopolitical instability will most
probably keep market outlook in 2015 as challenging as in 2014 if not even more challenging. Although situation of global economics is challenging, Company X markets are heterogeneous and certain solutions have demand in specific segments and markets. Due to continuously tightening regulations, potential in demand is seen in other solutions. Company
X’s number one goal is, despite the outlook of the market, to improve profitability. (Financial Statements, 2014, p. 3.)

3.2 Project logistics at Company X
Project logistics department is in charge of the planning, implementation and monitoring of
the logistics activities in project deliveries. Area of responsibility varies by project, customer and contract. Projects are unique and therefore projects include variables that change
case by case. Project by project changing variables can be anything from customer to
equipment measurements or mode of transport. In addition to previously mentioned project
logistics department organizes deliveries, prepares documents, and handles L/C procedures
in project deliveries. (Karling, 2005, p. 50-52.)

Logistics department is part of the supply organization which includes project logistics and
project procurement departments. In Finland, project logistics department’s number of employees is currently around 10 persons, including a Logistics Manager and Logistics Specialists. Table 2 presents some main responsibilities for both roles in general and in project
deliveries. Logistics Manager is typically in charge of handling the logistics of projects
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which are large and complex. Logistic Specialist manages the logistics of smaller projects
independently but works in large projects with Logistics Manager.

Table 2. Roles and responsibilities of project logistics department.
Role

Logistics
Manager

Responsibility
*Resource allocation to
projects
*Approves Forwarding Plan,
Logistics Plan, RFQ and Price
comparison for projects
*Sales support
*Frame agreements with
logistics service providers
*Project logistics development

*Operative work in projects
*Issues Forwarding Plan,
Logistics
Logistics Plan, RFQ and Price
Specialist
comparison for projects
*L/C documents processing

The roles and responsibilities of project logistics department are currently as presented in
above table 2 but deliberations about how to organize logistics in a new way are ongoing at
the moment. The outcomes can have an influence on current roles and responsibilities and
at least one new role for project logistics department is topical. New role will possibly
work in close cooperation with the sales organization.

In Finland, besides project logistics department Company X has an own logistics department for service related deliveries. Compared to project logistics department deliveries,
service related deliveries are usually smaller in size. In project logistics department deliveries can vary from a single equipment delivery to a large scale plant delivery with several
global shipments over a long period of time. Furthermore, in project deliveries the size of
the equipment (and materials) may change for example from small automation component
to a huge tank. In addition, service department utilizes SAP ERP and all the delivered
products are itemized whereas at project logistics department SAP ERP is in principle not
used at all. On one hand the independence from SAP ERP allows flexibility but on the oth-
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er hand benefits of SAP ERP cannot be exploited either. Generally speaking, project logistics department is lacking efficient ERP tools completely that would suit the purpose for
project deliveries.

Contract between Company X and customer triggers the project planning phase. In planning phase Logistics Specialist becomes familiar with project contract and L/C. In addition, Logistics Specialist creates logistics folder template to project folder where inter alia
all logistics documents are recorded in order to enable better tracking and understanding of
matters if there is need to resolve something afterwards. Figure 12 presents logistics folder
structure in project template. Furthermore, at the beginning of the project Logistics Specialist creates project specific document templates, for example invoice, packing list and
shipping mark document templates. (Karling, 2013a, p. 1 and 3.)

Figure 12. Project logistics folder template.
Contract between Company X and customer is also the kick off for Company X’s internal
Project Implementation Plan. Project Implementation Plan consists of subordinate plans
made by different departments and functions that are required for implementation of the
project. One plan included in the Project Implementation Plan is the Project Supply Plan
and it is also the trigger for project logistics activities. One part of the Project Supply Plan
is the Forwarding Plan and it is issued by the Logistics Specialist who has been nominated
to in question project by the Logistics Manager.
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Forwarding Plan is a general description about transportation plan, preliminary transportation schedule and estimated transportation quantities. Forwarding Plan also includes instructions about packing, marking, preliminary shipment information and shipment documents. Furthermore, Forwarding Plan includes required procedures prior shipping as well
as export and import clearance responsibilities.

In addition to Forwarding Plan, logistics representative creates project-specific logistics
instructions (also known as Enclosure 7) which will be sent to suppliers along with the
purchase order. Logistics instructions should be determined carefully in order to be sure
that sales contract and/or destination country requirements are correctly fulfilled. Generally
Enclosure 7 includes instructions for packing, marking and storing of the equipment and
materials as well as Pre-information of Shipment, Summary of Packages, Units, Packages
and Items Excel-spreadsheets. (Karling, 2013a, p. 2.)

Crucial tool in logistics planning, implementation and monitoring is the Logistics Plan
which is also part of the Project Supply Plan. The basis for Logistics Plan is procurement
departments Procurement Plan which, inter alia, includes information about project purchase orders, equipment and material prices as well as supplier contact details. Logistics
Plan can be modified to meet the project specific requirements but certain details such as
shipment number, equipment package number, purchase order number, supplier, term of
delivery etc. must always be found from the Logistics Plan. (Karling, 2013a, p. 2-3.) Figure 13 illustrates how project logistics plans (Forwarding Plan and Logistics Plan) are related to the Project Implementation Plan.
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Figure 13. Pattern illustrating how project logistics plans are part of Project Implementation Plan.

In some projects customers may require more detailed information about for example upcoming shipments. In this case more limited version of a Logistics Plan can be utilized to
meet the purpose because all information included in Logistics Plan cannot be revealed to
customer for obvious reasons. In question plan is called Shipment Plan and in Finland project logistics department it has been used only in one project; in EPC project Z which will
be presented more closely in chapter five. In Company X’s German project logistics is in
use so called Shipping Plan and it is similar to Shipment Plan that was used in EPC project
Z. In German project logistics Shipping Plan is used more often and it is also utilized in
freight RFQ’s and in shipment planning. Examples of both Logistics Plan and Shipment
Plan are presented in appendix 1.

Logistics Specialist begins to perceive the project entity by mapping the delivery quantities
from Project Manager, Package Engineers and/or Project Procurement Manager. Received
estimate is the foundation for shipment planning and possible freight quotations. In addition, Logistics Specialist requires more specific details from supplier at the same time
when providing project delivery guidelines. Guidelines are summarized and specifying
presentation of Enclosure 7 instructions. In guidelines Logistics Specialist provides accu-
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rate schedule for different tasks and deadlines for example specific date when preliminary
shipment information must be provided. (Karling, 2013a, p. 3.)

Company X has wide and diverse product and service portfolio and therefore requirements
for logistics vary by project and by country. Company X has local and global framework
agreements with some logistics service providers for certain services but due to nature of
the project business, framework agreement services do not always meet the requirements
of global projects that are needed in order to execute logistics competitively and costeffectively. Global operations cause major challenges and therefore logistics department is
allowed to use project by project selected logistics service providers. Thus, logistics service provider tendering is one of the Logistics Specialist main tasks. (Karling, 2005, p. 51.)
If the main carriage is within Company X’s scope Logistics Specialist is in charge for
booking of the transportation. Booking procedure is to be defined with the nominated
freight forwarder. When packages are ready for collection Logistics Specialist issues packing lists, shipping marks, and other required shipment documents. Packing lists must be
approved by the Project Manager or Package Engineer in order to be sure that all required
information can be found from the packing lists. On the other hand, Logistics Specialist is
responsible for checking inter alia weights and measurements of the packages. After packing lists are approved equipment can be dispatched. (Karling, 2013a, p. 4-5.)

From time to time arrangements for pre-carriage are needed. This is also responsibility of
Logistics Specialist. Logistics Specialist takes care of issuing shipment documents for both
forwarding and customer purposes. In some cases topical shipment may require notification activities towards the customer and this matter is also handled by the Logistics Specialist. In addition to previously mentioned shipment documents, Logistics Specialists also
issues L/C documents if applicable. Logistics Specialist notifies internal parties after L/C
documents have been sent to bank. (Karling, 2013a, p. 6-7.)

In monitoring phase Logistics Specialist monitors shipments and maintains Logistics Plan.
Monitoring of the shipments is done in cooperation with the nominated forwarding company. Part of the monitoring activities is lessons learned document which is issued by the
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Logistics Specialist. Lessons learned document includes description about encountered
successes and challenges during the project as well as development proposals for future
project deliveries. (Karling, 2013a, p. 7.)
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4

OPAL PROGRAM

This chapter aims to give better understanding about the OPAL Program and the reasons
behind launching the in question program. One of the common operation model core business processes is Deliver Solutions process and it will be also introduced in brief. In addition, Project Logistics process which is one of the Deliver Solutions processes will be presented by demonstrating its sub-processes in overview. In addition, key roles and responsibilities of the Project Logistics process will be introduced. Due to fact that business processes are business secrets, processes cannot be introduced in detail.

4.1 Background
Because Company X is a global company, it operates in several countries. Growth and
business acquisitions have surely enriched Company X’s business but on the other hand it
has brought inside the house various ways of working as well as different IT-systems. Ultimately it has slowed down operations as well as information sharing between locations.
Thus need for one common way of working was topical.

Company X aims to have a common operation model for all employees and for developing
and deploying that goal they have launched the OPAL Program. OPAL Program has four
focus areas which are:


“Development and deployment of common business processes,



Development and deployment of common applications supporting our business
processes,



Assigning our people to common business process roles and responsibilities and



Harmonizing and making information and master data globally visible and reusable.” (OPAL Program 2014)

OPAL Program aims to establish “one company” -way of working meaning that the operations are executed the same way regardless where (the Region, Market Area, Function or
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Business Area) it happens. This one way of working enables growth and profitability of
Company X’s business. (OPAL Program 2014)

Company X has eight global core business processes and these processes are the foundations of the Company X’s operating model as well as one way of working. Core business
processes are:


“Manage and Develop Products,



Market,



Sell,



Delivers Solutions,



Deliver Services,



Support,



Manage Supply Base and



Manage Customer Relationship”. (Business processes 2014)

In question core business processes are introduced on figure 14. As presented in the figure
14, Deliver Solutions process is one of the global core business processes.
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Figure 14. Core business processes of the Company X (Adapted from Business processes
2014).

4.2 Deliver Solutions process
Deliver Solutions process is detailed description about how industrial solutions from
equipment to whole plant deliveries are aimed to be executed to customers worldwide (Deliver Solutions Process implementation with OPAL 2014). Process starts from contract and
sales case documentation (input) and it ends when contractual obligations are fulfilled
(output). The whole process consists of several sub-processes. (Deliver Solutions Process)
Deliver Solutions process is presented in figure 15.
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Figure 15. Deliver Solutions process (Adapted from Deliver Solutions Process).

When comparing to the past, Deliver Solutions process implementation generates benefits
for example via common global ERP which helps with every day work. In addition, organizational improvement in the field of delivery capabilities will occur through lessons
learned and best practices sharing culture. New processes and applications will also bring
common templates to all locations, clarified roles and responsibilities as well as enhanced
resource planning. From project logistics point of view, one of the key changes is more
systematic supply and logistics planning which begins as early as sales & project planning
phase. (Deliver Solutions Process implementation with OPAL 2014)

4.3 Project logistics
4.3.1 Key roles and responsibilities, and principles in Project Logistics process

In Project Logistics process, three key roles work in close cooperation continuously. These
roles are Logistics Specialist, Package Engineer and Project Manager. Main responsibilities of these roles in Project Logistics process are presented in table 3. Logistics Specialist’s key performance indicators are costs, on-time deliveries and quality (Role descriptions, n.d., p. 22).
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Table 3. Project Logistics process key roles and responsibilities (Adapted from Project
Logistics Process, 2014, p. 55-56).

Role

Package
Engineer

Responsibility
*Operative work in projects
*Issues Forwarding Plan, Logistics Plan, RFQ and Price
comparison for projects
*L/C documents processing (if applicable)
* Volume and weight information collection and sharing
* Supporting of logistics

Project
Manager

* Approver of targeted shipping dates
* Launch invoicing

Logistics
Specialist

Project logistics involves some characteristic key principles. In question key principles are
inter alia the following:


In most cases, contractual delivery terms define the role of project logistics.



Problems at customs can be avoided and smooth receipt and logistics of goods at
site can be achieved with proper packing lists. (Project Logistics Process, 2014, p.
58.)

4.3.2 Project Logistics process

As figure 15 indicates, Project Logistics is one of the Deliver Solutions processes. Input of
the Project Logistics process is Project Supply Plan and the output is achieved when delivery has been completed according to contract. The Project Logistics process consists of
five sub-processes. It starts from logistics planning and it proceeds step by step until goods
are received by the customer (Project Logistics Process, 2014, p. 7). Project Logistics process role is typically performed by a Logistics Specialist and its role is highly dependent
about contractual delivery terms. Project Logistics process is presented in appendix 2.

Input for Project Logistics process is Project Supply Plan which begins at sell process. Actual trigger is information about project purchases and after purchases Logistics Specialist
plans and estimates shipping activities. From Logistics Specialist, Project Supply Plan requires Forwarding Plan and Logistics Plan. In the end, output of Project Logistics process
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should be completed delivery according to contract. (Project Logistics Process, 2014, p. 5
and 7 and 9.)

4.3.3 Sub-process: Plan and estimate shipping activities

Plan and estimate shipping activities sub-process is presented in appendix 3. Logistics
Specialist participates to sales contract review and, when applicable, to L/C draft review.
Logistics Specialist also gives recommendations about suitable logistics terms to be used.
Shipping volume calculations, route survey and routing planning takes place after Package
Engineer and/or supplier has provided volume and weight information. Based on the information received, Logistics Specialist maintains Logistics Plan. Sales phase is the trigger
for preliminary Logistics Plan and it is usually done with limited details. Because site operations are critical, Logistics Specialist does the planning in close cooperation with
scheduler. (Project Logistics Process, 2014, p. 10 and 13 and 15-16.)

Logistics cost estimations are estimated based on received shipping volume calculations
and routing. After final package details (weight and dimensions) have been received better
evaluations about the logistics can be done by the freight forwarder. Thus outputs of this
sub-process are Shipping Plan and logistics cost estimate. After sub-process tasks are done,
Logistics Specialist shall prepare shipping instructions and other shipping document templates. (Project Logistics Process, 2014, p. 16 and 18-19)

4.3.4 Sub-process: Contract logistics services

Contract logistics services sub-process is presented in appendix 4. Input of this sub-process
is Shipping Plan. Logistics services shall be contracted if logistics services belong to Company X’s scope. When buying logistics services, Logistics Specialist follows guidelines of
3rd party services purchasing process. After purchase order follows instruction updates as
well as cost updates. Finally Logistics Specialist arranges kick-off meeting for relevant
people. Thus, output of this sub-process is updated shipping instructions and Shipping
Plan. (Project Logistics Process, 2014, p. 20-21 and 23)
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4.3.5 Sub-process: Manage packing process and pre-carriages

Packing process and pre-carriages management is generally done in cooperation with Logistics Specialist and Package Engineer. Input of this sub-process is when equipment
and/or material are ready for packing and transportation. Supplier submits required shipment and package details which Logistics Specialist and Package Engineer check and approve. Physical inspection can also take place. After approval, packing and/or transportation approval to supplier is given. Logistics Specialist creates shipping marks and issues or
checks final packing lists. In addition, Logistics Specialist submits shipping marks and
packing lists to be attached to the package and updates relevant data into Logistics Plan.
Possible packing, storing, transportation unit loading, pre-carriage, carriage and/or container stowage arrangements and responsibilities vary and are managed case by case. Output of Manage packing process and pre-carriages is that equipment are packaged and
transported. Manage packing process and pre-carriages sub-process is presented in appendix 5. Targeted shipping date will be determined and confirmed after equipment are packed
and transported. (Project Logistics Process, 2014, p. 24, and 28-29 and 34 and 36.)

4.3.6 Sub-process: Prepare shipping invoice

Prepare shipping invoice sub-process is presented in appendix 6. In this sub-process Logistics Specialist manages shipping invoicing (both proforma and commercial invoicing) by
obtaining different kind of information from several sources. Diversity in invoicing process
is usually caused by L/C demands (if applicable) and it may require customizing invoice
according to L/C and/or other project needs. Actual invoicing process is quite Project
Manager driven because this role is generally responsible for triggering invoicing, determining shipment values and reviewing invoices. After invoicing process Logistics Specialist pre-checks other shipment documents and sends them to customer for pre-checking (if
applicable). Logistics Specialist takes care of the shipping process if it is included in Company X’s scope. (Project Logistics Process, 2014, p. 37-41.)
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4.3.7 Sub-process: Manage shipping

Manage shipping sub-process is introduced in appendix 7. Once cargo is ready for shipment, Logistics Specialist checks and presents available vessels/schedules, chooses appropriate solutions and performs booking in cooperation with forwarding company. After
booking, Logistics Specialist is responsible for informing involved parties about the schedule and transportation arrangements. In addition, Logistics Specialist manages export customs clearances with the help of forwarding company as well as insurances. Depending on
which delivery term (Incoterms) is being in use, Logistics Specialist may have various
tasks before obligations of the Company X have been fulfilled. After shipping management
Logistics Specialist collects all contractually required documents and submits documents
to customer. The outcome of this process is that equipment, material and documentation
have been delivered according to contract. (Project Logistics Process, 2014, p. 42-52.)

If L/C is in use, Logistics Specialist takes care of the L/C documentation. After customer
has confirmed that it has received the goods, Logistics Specialist updates the Logistics
Plan. According to Project Logistics process delivery has now been completed according
to contract. (Project Logistics Process, 2014, p. 42-53.)
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5

CASE STUDY - EPC PROJECT Z

This chapter begins with explanation what does the letter combination EPC mean. Next
chapter presents background as well as some key details of the EPC project Z which are
brought up more from logistics point of view. In addition, coarse and simplified description of the main phases of the EPC project Z logistics process are introduced and explained. Furthermore, findings and observations concerning the EPC project Z from the
logistics point of view will be highlighted. When referring to EPC project Z it is limited to
its main contract scope.

When project implementation involves engineering, procurements and constructing, it can
be said to be EPC project. Sometimes EPC projects are also called turnkey projects, but
because of the unattainable expectations the word creates, project industry uses more often
term EPC. Nowadays EPC projects are quite common, especially in developing countries.
(Sandhu & Gunasekaran, 2004, p. 674.)

Typical EPC project includes several phases and it can involve even thousands of different
activities. Current EPC projects tend to be extremely complex including both tangible
(products) and intangible (services) aspects. Complexity of the EPC projects has increased
side by side with the development of information technology (IT). Even though EPC projects are successful mode of business today, research of the EPC projects has been very
little. (Sandhu & Gunasekaran, 2004, p. 674.)

5.1 Background
Foundation for the EPC project Z was sales contract between the Company X and the customer for the basic engineering of the plant. After successful basic engineering phase, customer wanted to have offer for both detail engineering and plant delivery on EPC basis.
Sales offer for detail engineering and plant delivery pleased the customer and lead to a
signing of a sales contract. Actual EPC project Z sale was announced in year 2012 and its
commercial value was couple of hundred million euros. It was a pure turnkey sale where
Company X has agreed to design and deliver technology as well as services of facility to
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Middle East. Additionally it was Company X’s first reference plant for certain material.
Delivery term of the project is DAP Construction site, Middle East (Incoterms 2010)
meaning that equipment will be delivered at place and in this case directly to construction
site. Delivery term DAP is introduced in the form of figure in figure 16.

Figure 16. DAP (named place of delivery) Incoterms 2010 (Adapted from DAP, n.d.).

EPC project Z planning as well as implementation has required capabilities from various
internal functions thus increasing the number of people in project organization to over 100
members. Project has involved inter alia following roles:


Project Manager,



Head of Package Engineers,



Engineering Manager,



Design Engineers,



Package Engineers,



Head of Project Procurement



Project Procurement Manager,



Procurement Specialists,



Logistics Manager,



Logistics Specialists,
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Project Controller,



Site Manager,



Scheduler,



Installation & Construction Manager, and



Commissioning Manager.

From the logistics point of view project planning as well as implementation has required
continuous cooperation with Project Manager, Head of Package Engineers, Package Engineers and procurement department personnel. These roles are presented below in brief.

Project Manager is in charge for implementation of the project. Project Manager has been
involved when logistics related decision that have great effect are made or when troubleshooting critical logistics issues with the customer. Head of Package Engineers has been
crucial link between logistics department and Package Engineers and in overall Head of
Package Engineers has been valuable resource for up to date status of the project information and implementation.
Package Engineer’s main responsibility is management of the equipment package (more
about the meaning of the equipment package will be introduced below in this chapter).
Package Engineer’s tasks also include monitoring of the suppliers and certain documentations. In addition, Package Engineers have been supporting interactions with the suppliers
in logistics related matters and providing information about the goods concerning the
equipment package they are responsible for. Package Engineer supports logistics to get the
equipment delivered to site.

From project procurement department ECP project Z has involved at least three roles;
Head of Project Procurement, Project Procurement Manager and Procurement Specialist.
Main tasks that concern logistics are inter alia supplier selection, purchase order submitting
and supplier follow-up. Logistics department and procurement department has been in
close collaboration during the EPC project Z and for example procurement department
asked advice for delivery term selection from logistics department when issuing purchase
orders to suppliers.
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From project logistics department EPC project Z has involved two roles; Logistics Manager and Logistics Specialist. Due the huge scale as well as the complexity of the EPC project Z project logistics department’s Logistics Manager was in charge of the logistics planning, implementation and monitoring at the beginning of the project. From time to time
Logistics Manager utilized project logistics department’s Logistics Specialist resources in
operative work. During the EPC project Z, a Logistics Specialist took the responsibility of
the logistics activities. After involvement, the Logistics Specialist has been managing the
EPC project Z logistics activities independently but from time to time in close cooperation
with the Logistics Manager. Thus, one person at a time has been in charge of the EPC project Z logistics activities and mainly the same person has been responsible for the operative
work.

In EPC project Z equipment entity is divided into so called equipment packages. For example, one equipment package could be crane when another equipment package could be
electrification. EPC project Z includes over 70 equipment packages which each in a way
are smaller projects inside the EPC project Z. The huge scale of the EPC project Z can be
indicated from the number of the equipment packages as conventional project could only
include for example one equipment package. Goods of the equipment packages have been
purchased globally and EPC project Z has involved over 100 suppliers from at least 20
different counties. Some of the equipment were such that Company X did not have earlier
experiences about. Some key details of the EPC project Z are presented in table 4.

Table 4. Details of the EPC project Z.

Project team
Sales price
Equipment packages
Equipment price
Suppliers
Deliveries from

Over 100 members
Couple of hundred millions euros
Over 70 equipment packages
Couple of hundred millions euros
Over 100 hundred
20 countries

EPC project Z has included over 240 vessel shipments from LCL to break bulk vessel
shipments from all over the world to construction site within the main contract scope. Besides vessel shipments, EPC project Z has also contained both air and courier shipments.
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Together these modes of transports have raise up total shipment quantity to over 550 shipments. Scale of the shipment can vary from break bulk shipment including for example 66
packages, total gross weight of over 400 000 kilograms and total volume of over 1000 cubic meters to a very small single package courier shipment weighing less than one kilogram. All in all total logistics costs including inter alia logistics work, shipment costs,
packing costs, etc. are circa 12.5% of the price of equipment. Above mentioned logistics
key details of the EPC project Z are presented in table 5.

Table 5. Logistics details of the EPC project Z.

Vessel shipments
Air shipments
Courier shipments
Total shipments

Over 240 shipments
Over 60 shipments
Over 250 shipments
Over 550 shipments
Circa 12.5% of the
Total logistics costs
price of equipment

EPC project Z is still both the largest plant in the world in certain field of industry and the
largest project in the history of the Company X. In Forwarding Plan dated back to May
2012 it was estimated that there will be 7 partial shipments and that the shipping period
was expected to run from October 2012 to November 2013 and in accordance with the
original schedule it was planned that the new plant should have been operational in 2014.
However, after several change orders between Company X and the customer as well as
other events EPC project Z is still ongoing and the current estimated time of completion is
in May 2016.

5.2 Logistics process
Before the actual sales contract for the plant delivery between the Company X and the customer there was a sales contract for the basic engineering of the plant. In basic engineering,
engineering was done on basic level i.e. the measurements and weights of the equipment
were approximate. Basic engineering was also the trigger for Package Engineers and procurement department to execute supplier sourcing and tentative quotations for equipment
suppliers (equipment prices and delivery times). In addition, first estimations for logistics
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costs were made in basic engineering phase but by another internal party than logistics
department.

As written in above chapter 5.1 basic engineering phase pleased the customer and lead to a
sales offer for detail engineering and plant delivery on EPC basis. Sales contract for detail
engineering and plant delivery was the trigger for detail engineering and actual equipment
purchases as well as other department’s activities. At this point Package Engineer resources were selected and equipment packages were determined. Furthermore, in this
phase logistics department was involved in the project organization.

Figure 17 presents coarse and simplified description of the main phases of the EPC project
Z from the logistics point of view. In accordance with the figure 17, the input for the project implementation was the sales contract which triggered the implementation planning.
Implementation planning included inter alia Engineering Plan, Project Supply Plan that
included Forwarding Plan, and Construction Plan. From planning phase project proceeded
to engineering phase in which equipment are designed. After design drawings were ready,
procurement department began to purchase the equipment and suppliers, or in some cases,
own workshops began to manufacture the equipment. As soon as equipment was ready for
delivery logistics department organized and managed the delivery of the equipment to construction site. Site team managed the construction of the received equipment and commissioning team managed the commissioning of the plant and equipment.

Figure 17. Coarse and simplified description of the main phases of the EPC project Z.

Figure 18 presents coarse and simplified description of the main phases of the EPC project
Z logistics process at the beginning of the project. In this process description the preceding
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phases have included sales contract for basic engineering and sales contract for detail engineering as well as plant delivery. Furthermore, in this process description, Project Implementation Plan has begun as input for logistics process is Project Supply Plan. Coarse and
simplified description of the EPC project Z logistics process includes three phases; logistics planning, logistics implementation and logistics monitoring.

Figure 18. Coarse and simplified description of the main phases of the EPC project Z logistics process.

Each phase in figure 18 is presented on below chapters. Sub-process of each phase in EPC
project Z are modeled and can be found from appendixes 8 (logistics planning phase), 9
(logistics implementation phase) and 10 (logistics monitoring phase). Due to complexity
and multidimensionality of the EPC project Z it is impossible to model all inclusive process description within this Master’s Thesis scope. Therefore sub-process modeling is considered to happen in quite straightforward situation without making it too complex for research’s needs. Basically sub-process modeling describes logistics process of the ECP project Z at the beginning of the project.

Logistics role in EPC project Z has been carried out by both Logistics Manager and Logistics Specialist but because Logistics Manager was in charge of the logistics activities at the
beginning of the project in question role is used in the following chapters and in process
descriptions. In multidimensional and complex projects, such as ECP project Z, Logistics
Manager is in charge of the logistics activities.
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5.2.1 Planning phase

At the beginning of the EPC project Z, in logistics planning phase, Logistics Manager got
familiar with sales contract and L/C. In addition, Forwarding Plan, project forwarding
template as well as logistics related document templates were created by the Logistics
Manager. In the planning phase Logistics Manager participated to procurement planning
related meetings and purchase order delivery terms were advised to procurement department case by case. After official purchase order, logistics related guidelines were sent to
suppliers. Guidelines included export invoice, certificate of origin, made in marking (due
to destination country customs regulations basically all imported packages and items had to
be marked with the country of origin), packing and marking, and other general logistics
instructions as well as preliminary shipment detail, summary of packages, packages and
items -spreadsheets to be fill out by the suppliers. Guidelines also include requirement to
take photos of the equipment prior packing as well as after packing. In accordance with the
instructions, suppliers (and Package Engineers) provided preliminary shipment details (inter alia volume and weight details) to Logistics Manager, thus allowing Logistics Manager
to issue preliminary Logistics Plan as well as preliminary Shipment Plan. All shipments
were originally planned to be shipped by sea. Logistics Manager got to plan shipments as
well as shipment values for invoicing purposes quite autonomously.

Based on preliminary shipment details Logistics Manager requested freight quotations
from several forwarding companies. After receive and comparison of freight quotations,
Logistics Manager suggested certain forwarding company to Project Manager to be selected based on certain criteria such as price and proactive customer service. Project Manager
approved the selection and after this Logistics Manager issued the freight agreement and
contracted chosen forwarding company to be the nominated project partner in equipment
deliveries. In addition to updated freight cost calculations, the nominated forwarding company provided more accurate routing survey as well as schedules which were updated to
Logistics Plan as well as to Shipment Plan. At this point updated Shipment Plan was provided to project organization, to customer and to nominated forwarding company. Shipment bookings were issued by the nominated forwarding company in accordance to Shipment Plan. In planning phase, Logistics Manager and nominated forwarding company de-
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termined requirements for monitoring of the EPC project Z logistics. For EPC project Z
logistics monitoring purposes so called cargo monitoring sheet was issued by the nominated forwarding company (cargo monitoring sheet is introduced more specifically in chapter
5.2.3).

5.2.2 Implementation phase

During the manufacturing of the equipment and/or materials, Package Engineer monitored
progression of the manufacturing thus allowing Logistics Manager to follow bookings
and/or to book pre-carriage and/or main carriage in advance if applicable. Suppliers provided final package and items -spreadsheets to Logistics Manager five days before the contractual delivery date. Based on the final shipment details, Logistics Manager issued shipping marks and packing lists, and when necessary specify the booking in cooperation with
the nominated forwarding company. Package Engineer checked the packing lists in order
to be sure that all purchased items are included in the delivery and that crucial item details
can be found from the packing lists.
Responsible party for organizing packing and pre-carriage depends on the purchase order’s
contractual terms and supplier’s logistical capabilities as well as premises. Sometimes suppliers are able to load the transportation unit and organize the pre-carriage to port but in
some cases Logistics Manager needed to organize pre-carriage to external service provider
for packing and/or temporary warehousing and/or for container stuffing. Temporary warehousing was mainly needed when smaller purchase units were collected to external service
provider’s premises to be loaded later in container together with other smaller purchase
units. Usually these consolidated container shipments were loaded to SOC containers that
Logistics Manager acquired from container selling companies. If equipment packing and
container stuffing took place at external service provider premises, also final package details were provided by the external service provider. In addition, in some cases pre-carriage
and/or packing was organized by the nominated forwarding company.

In addition to packing lists, Logistics Manager issued other forwarding related shipment
documents (for example export invoice, terminal advice and SOC container certificate) as
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well as shipment documents to customer for import clearance purposes according to contract. Customer documents needed to be approved by the customer’s logistics department
and thus in question approval process was also notification to customer for upcoming
shipment. Customer wanted to check the documents in order for them to be sure that they
can manage import clearance and use their duty exemption goods descriptions that were
granted for this project by the local authorities. After approval and certification activities, a
set of shipment documents were sent to customer by courier and by email.

In addition to forwarding documents and customer documents, Logistics Manager issued
shipment documents for L/C purposes. After actual shipped on board date the original set
of shipment documents was sent to bank for L/C purposes and internally to certain actors
for information and further invoicing actions. Furthermore, Logistics Manager monitored
the date of payment of each L/C document set.

5.2.3 Monitoring phase

In monitoring phase Logistics Manager informs project organization about the upcoming
shipments and schedules weekly and at the same time provides certain shipment documents for in question shipments. Notifications and more accurate shipment schedules enable site team to plan and schedule upcoming installations beforehand. Monitoring phase
also included Logistics Plan updating. Updated matters were inter alia actual time of shipment, actual time of arrival, import clearance date and date when the goods are delivered to
site.

In EPC project Z another tool for monitoring was so called cargo monitoring sheet in
which all necessary shipment related data was combined by the nominated forwarding
company in accordance with the requirements defined by the Logistics Manager. Cargo
monitoring sheet was sent to project organization on weekly basis. Furthermore, in monitoring phase Logistics Manager received and checked freight invoices. After checking,
invoices were stored and sent to Project Manager for approval.
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5.3 Findings and observations
Below chapters present logistics related findings and observations during the EPC project
Z. Even though presented findings and observations are divided into particular subject entities some matters may concern more than one subject. Last chapter of the findings and observations presents conclusions compared to OPAL Program Project Logistics process key
performance indicators.

5.3.1 Logistics costs estimation and shipment volumes

Logistics department was not involved in the early sales phase of the EPC project Z and
first estimations for logistics costs were made in basic engineering phase but by another
party than logistics department. In this phase logistics costs were made with limited details
based on kilograms as total volume to be shipped was originally not known (Karling,
2013b, p. 1). For example in case of a steel structure shipments this calculation method
lead to a logistics budget overrun as volume of the steel structures was more decisive factor in actual freight cost than kilograms. Eventually, some steel structures had to be dispatched in expensive break bulk cargo shipments due to measurements of the object.

Table 6 presents estimated shipment volumes that were included in Forwarding Plan and
shipment quantities that were quoted by the forwarding companies. From table 6 it can be
seen that the original shipment volume estimations were a lot bigger than shipment volumes that were quoted by the forwarding companies. At that time total volumes to be
shipped were not known, detail engineering for several equipment was still ongoing, and
no accurate shipment details for all goods were available. Due to insufficient information
forwarding companies could not quote all freights.
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Table 6. Original shipment volume estimations and quoted shipment volumes.

40'ST
20'ST
TEUs
containers containers
Original
shipment
volume
estimation
Shipment
volumes
quoted
Unquoted
shipment
volumes

180
pieces

1 200
pieces

1 560
TEUs

179
pieces

32
pieces

390
TEUs

1
piece

1 168
pieces

1 170
TEUs

Special
transports
200
special
transports
115
special
transports
85
special
transports

Below table 7 presents quoted shipment volumes and actual shipment volumes of the EPC
project Z. To simplify the visualization as well as calculations, also flat rack containers are
considered to be standard containers. Table 7 figures only consider sea mode of transports
within the EPC project Z main contract scope. From table 7 it can be seen that the actual
container quantities have multiplied and Freight Tons have more than doubled compared to
quoted shipment volumes.

Table 7. Quoted shipment volumes and actual shipment volumes.

40'ST
20'ST
TEUs Freight Tons
containers containers (FCL) (Break bulk)
Shipment
volumes
quoted
Actual
shipment
volumes
Increase in
shipment
volume
Increase of
shipment
volume in
percentage

179
pieces

32
pieces

390
TEUs

29 324
Freight Tons

991
pieces

438
pieces

2 420
TEUs

75 129
Freight Tons

+812
pieces

+406
pieces

+2 030
TEUs

+45 805
Freight Tons

+454%

+1269%

+521%

+156%
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As mentioned earlier, total volumes to be shipped were not known for a long time and engineering was done all the time. For example large volume equipment such as steel structures shipment volumes increased during the project and increases in shipment volumes
significantly increased logistics costs and lead to a logistics budget overrun. As table 8
indicates, total logistics costs including inter alia logistics work, shipment costs, packing
costs, etc. are circa 12.5% of the price of equipment. Actual shipment costs consisting only
of sea mode of transport shipments within the main contract scope are circa 12% of the
price of equipment. When comparing actual shipment costs to quoted shipment costs that
were given in accordance to preliminary shipment details, it can be seen that actual shipment costs have radically increased. Actual shipment costs are over five times bigger than
quoted costs.

Table 8. Freight RFQ transport costs and actual transport costs.

Couple of hundred
millions euros
Circa 12.5% of the
Total logistics costs
price of equipment
Circa 4.0% of the
Budgeted logistics costs
price of equipment
Circa 12% of the
Actual shipment costs
price of equipment
Circa 2.2% of the
Quoted shipment costs
price of equipment
Equipment price

5.3.2 L/C and invoicing

L/C was introduced to logistics department at a very late stage and basically it was too late
to affect its contents and therefore the requirements set on L/C documentation. L/C documents were required separately for each shipment and L/C documents required certification. Certification of the L/C documents for several shipments caused notable expenses; for
example amount spend to L/C document certification could have covered freight costs of
several containers from Europe to final destination.
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When comparing EPC project Z contract requirements to L/C requirements, L/C had an
additional requirement of third party inspections including inspection certificate. Third
party inspection requirement turned out to be completely unnecessary as customer only
inspected five shipments. If inspection did not take place, letter of waiver document, which
needed to be signed by the customer, was required for invoicing. Letter of waiver document waived the need for third party inspection and inspection certificate. Ultimately third
party inspection requirement increased logistics workload notably because logistics had to
prepare inspection plans (modified from shipment plan) that did not make any difference in
the end and in many cases repeatedly insist letter of waiver documents from the customer
for each shipment. (Karling 2013b, p. 1.)

Equipment and shipments price breakdown was done by logistics. At times, price breakdown for some equipment and shipments were determined in cooperation with Package
Engineers. In any case, pricing of equipment and shipments was extremely challenging and
time consuming task. (Karling, 2013b, p. 2.) Sometimes shipments could include equipment from several purchase orders and at worst equipment of some purchase orders could
be delivered in partial shipments. In addition, as mentioned above, changes to the Shipment Plan occurred many times and usually change in Logistics Plan as well as Shipment
Plan lead to a change in price breakdown.

5.3.3 Package Engineers and logistics knowhow

ECP project Z has involved several Package Engineers both from the Company X and external resources. Understandably, the knowledge of in house logistics requirements as well
as roles and responsibilities, and coordination of work has varied amongst Package Engineers. From time to time this led to confusing situations, miscommunications and at worst,
to delays because logistics did not receive final decisions or required support (Karling,
2013b, p. 2).

One important task that Package Engineers are responsible for is the checking of packing
lists. At the beginning of the EPC project Z it was not clear for all Package Engineers what
information packing lists should include and information included in packing lists varied
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accordingly. Sometimes Package Engineers could also neglect packing list approval completely and thus logistics had to proceed with packing lists that included information received from the suppliers. The importance of packing list information is crucial for construction site and incorrect information can lead to incorrect use of material. For example
one shipment included piping material that had been specially treated and it was meant to
be used in certain plant area. The fact that material had been specially treated could not be
seen from the packing lists and eventually it was used as normal piping material. Due to
that specially treated piping material had to be re-purchased.

5.3.4 Procurement and supply chains

Figure 19 presents EPC project Z shipment values in percentage per continent. Shipment
values reflect from which continent the purchases were made, although purchase order
made to Australian company does not necessarily mean that the goods will be dispatched
from Australia. As shown on figure 19 main portion of the shipments were dispatched
from Europe and from Asia. As mentioned in Company X presentation chapter, Company
X owns only couple manufacturing/assembly workshops and thus EPC project Z equipment and materials were mainly acquired from external suppliers.

Figure 19. EPC project Z shipment values in percentage per continent.
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Generally, almost all equipment and even the smallest parts had to be purchased outside
the destination country due to difficulties finding local suppliers that would have been interested to supply the required volumes. Some local purchases were made but usually via
European parent or subsidiary company. Some purchases and shipments were made and
organized from the nearby area but due to lack of existing supply chain some difficulties
with the suppliers were encountered. The same thing was more than occasionally with the
suppliers from so called best cost countries. The price of the purchase may be considerable
cheaper than from example from European supplier but several difficulties with inexperted
suppliers can reduce the saving gained in purchase (difficulties with suppliers are presented
in below chapter 5.3.5).

One could easily think that procurement from the nearby area could have decreased logistics costs but the matter is not so clear-cut. Freight costs are affected by several factors
such as sea cargo balance (export/import), preferred transportation unit, sea cargo direction, route, and etc. Partly because of the previous reasons, logistics costs for shipments
from very nearby region to the destination country were relatively high compared to for
example shipments from Central Europe. On the other hand the transit time from nearby
region was considerable faster than from Central Europe. Figure 20 presents EPC project Z
shipment values in percentage transported from the continent of Asia. The nearby region
can be considered to be Western Asia from which 6% of the total shipment value was
transported.

Figure 20. EPC project Z shipment values in percentage transported from the continent of
Asia.
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5.3.5 Suppliers and logistics knowhow

Equipment purchases for EPC project Z were made worldwide and from over two hundred
suppliers. Some of the suppliers were familiar to Company X and some weren’t. It is obvious that some of the suppliers performed better than the others when it comes to logistics
performance. In addition to supplier performance there can be origin country specific specialties and requirements for logistics that complicate and slow down logistics work.

Logistics participated to some business meetings with Package Engineers, procurement
department and suppliers when it was considering bigger purchases. Logistics related matters and requirements were brought up in these meetings but usually supplier’s representative was a sales person and therefore logistics message was often put forward to supplier’s
logistics through “telephone”.

Especially first time suppliers were not familiar with all the requirements and time limits
that successful logistics requires and for some suppliers it was extremely hard to provide
accurate logistics information in form wherein Company X requires even though logistics
instructions were very precise. At worst, exceeding of time limits or inaccuracy in details
may block access to booked shipment.

With certain delivery terms there is always a risk that additional logistics costs occur for
example if loading requires special equipment such as side loader or if stuffing takes more
time allowed truck waiting time. These matters must be informed and agreed with the suppliers beforehand. In many cases, if additional costs occurred it required a long debate before agreement was reached concerning the additional costs.

Some suppliers had serious problems to keep up with the promised schedules and for example with one supplier it was planned that all equipment will be shipped in one shipment
but eventually, because of the manufacturing issues, shipment had to be divided into three
partial shipments. These kinds of changes created extra work and issues with L/C invoicing. In progress reports supplier gave a completely false picture about the actual progress
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and when Package Engineer went to inspection visit and realized this it was too late to expedite the delivery.

During the EPC project Z logistics has arranged several backorder deliveries for example
because suppliers have forgotten to include some goods to main delivery. These kinds of
supplier related mistakes always increase logistics workload due to investigation as well as
logistics arrangements work that is needed for shipping the goods. In addition, it is normal
that often the cost allocation between the parties isn’t clear at all.

5.3.6 Shipment planning

Engineering and purchasing was done all the time during the EPC project Z and it made
shipment planning extremely challenging. In addition, there was constant need for new
shipments as well as additional deliveries and it was almost a norm that changes and delays
occurred on daily basis. (Karling, 2013b, p. 2.) Because of that Logistics Plan as well as
Shipment Plan needed to be updated constantly. All shipments were originally planned to
be shipped by sea but due to schedule, changes, delays and need for additional deliveries
many equipment were sent to construction site by more expensive air shipments or by courier shipments.

In many other projects, first published Logistics Plan/Shipment Plan covers all shipments
that will take place during the project (excluding unexpected guarantee deliveries or other
unpredictable matters) but this was not the case in EPC project Z due to inter alia continuous engineering and changes. Therefore, in a way, EPC project Z logistics process forms a
circle in which process proceeds from planning phase to implementation phase and via
monitoring phase back to planning phase but on the new round some tasks such as getting
familiar with sales contract requirements and shipment document template creation) are
excluded from the planning phase.
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5.3.7 Oversized deliveries and inefficient shipment volume consolidation

In order to save time and work in assembly at site, many equipment have been transported
to destination as readily assembled as possible. This has lead to considerably large quantities of oversized deliveries. (Karling, 2013b, p. 1.) Generally oversized deliveries often
include “shipment of air” (Karling, 2013b, p. 1) and may cost more than the actual equipment. When equipment or collie exceeds acceptable weight and/or measurements of the
chosen mode of transport or transportation unit, oversized transport is required.

Below example introduces one break bulk cargo shipment which was dispatched in EPC
project Z. Example is simplified and not exact because break bulk cargo freight cost calculation is proved from shipment which included other collies besides the ones that are under
review. In any case example gives good example how more expensive oversized deliveries
can be when compared to a conventional container shipment or on the other hand how notable saving potential there is between oversized delivery and “normal” size delivery.

In question shipment included six identical products (hereinafter EE product) which were
part of break bulk cargo shipment that also included other collies. EE products were
packed in transport frame as shown in figure 21. Collies were over width and over height
and the volume of the six collies was around 40% of the total shipment volume. If freight
costs are allocated based on volume the freight costs of the six collies would be over two
hundred of thousand US dollars.
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Figure 21. EE product packed inside the transport frame.

Somewhat surprisingly, if the same EE product would have been dismantled into smaller
pieces, one dismantled EE product could be stuffed inside three 20 feet dry containers as
presented in figure 22. In this case EE product wouldn’t need robust transport frame which
also costs and needs to be taken apart at the construction site. Dismantling would require
additional engineering as well as mounting at construction site but if transported dismantled, shipment of six pieces of in question EE product would require 18 pieces of 20 feet
dry containers.
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Figure 22. EE product packed inside 20 feet dry container.

Even though freight cost for containers would be estimated overpriced in this example,
break bulk cargo freight costs would still be almost three times more expensive than container shipment. Table 9 presents transport costs for both alternatives as well as impact on
costs. As it can be noticed from the previous example, oversized cargo increases freight
costs dramatically when compared to transportation by using conventional transportation
units.

Table 9. EE product transport costs in case transported as readily assembled as possible or
dismantled.

Transport
cost

As readily
assembled as
possible

264 924 USD

Dismantled

90 000 USD

Logistics
savings if
transported
dismantled

Logistics
savings in
percentage if
transported
dismantled

174 924 USD

66%
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Even though EPC project Z shipments were quite large as a whole, some shipments only
consisted of a few containers due to decision that goods need to be shipped from the suppliers as soon as ready. This kept shipments simple and if one supplier was delayed it did
not postpone shipments of other suppliers. On the other hand, from documentation and
customer work point of view it would have saved time if shipment volumes had been bundled. (Karling, 2013b, p. 2-3.) In addition, decision to ship the goods as soon as ready can
easily have an effect to container volumetric efficiency. Table 10 presents volumetric efficiency of three example shipments. For three transportation units the volumetric efficiency
is around 60% but for one transportation unit it is only around 20%.

Table 10. Volumetric efficiency of example shipments.
Total
volume

Interior
volume
Volumetric
of the
efficiency
transportation
unit
33,20
61%
75,60
57%

Transportation
unit

Total
collies

Example shipment 1
Example shipment 2

20'DC
40'HC

10 pieces
25 pieces

20,27
42,90

Example shipment 3,
Transportation unit 1

40'HC

16 pieces

14,75

75,60

20%

Example shipment 3,
Transporation unit 2

40'HC

28 pieces

42,53

75,60

56%

[m3]

As soon as ready shipments can also be problematic from the site constructions schedule
point of view. If material arrives too early from the construction schedule point of view it
has to be stored. For example, in EPC project Z certain material was stored in challenging
environment such a period of time that when it was time to use it in construction work the
material was no longer usable. This led to additional procurement as well as transportation
of the same material.

5.3.8 Information sharing

In EPC project Z project meetings were held weekly but in the beginning of the project,
logistics was not invited to these meetings. This understandably, complicated cooperation
and information flow within the project as project meetings were opportunity to change
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information and up to date project related matters. Luckily this fundamental error was corrected and logistics was invited to meetings. (Karling, 2013b, p. 2.)

In EPC project Z the equipment as well as material diversity was huge and in many cases
different parties were talking about the same equipment but with different descriptions and
with vague details. In the beginning when all equipment was not that familiar it usually
took time from the logistics to put the pieces together and figure out to what to look for. It
would be best if the term is defined in engineering and it is used in every phase for example in purchase order, in emails and in internal documents.

Automation & Instrumentation package included several smaller deliveries from various
suppliers to external service provider premises with DAP or DDP delivery terms to be included in consolidated container shipment. In many cases logistics was not included in
formal purchase order email and thus no logistics instructions were sent to suppliers. Deliveries to external service provider did happen without control and in many cases this
caused lots of research as well as manual work with package details and packing lists.

5.3.9 Shipment monitoring and site logistics

At the beginning of the project, construction site had a nominated Logistics Manager but
unfortunately this was not for a long period of time (Karling, 2013b, p. 3). Logistics was
constantly busy with arranging shipment from origin to destination and a few times import
clearance at the destination country, which was responsibility of the customer, took longer
than expected. Unfortunately, the status of the few shipments was perceived no earlier than
construction site noticed that they are in urgent need of the equipment. This also passed
radar of otherwise well organized monitoring procedure of the nominated forwarding company. Furthermore, notifications about the readiness of import clearance formalities from
customer were somewhat poor and because of this import clearance formalities created
small information gap to deliveries.

After Site Logistics Manager left local construction subcontractor was in charge of the site
logistics. Due to subcontractors poor material handling in installation work as well as the
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inadequate warehousing, excessive amount of equipment and materials had to be
re-purchased and transported to construction site. This resulted additional work and costs
in package engineering, purchasing and logistics.

Mainly smaller packages were constantly missing at construction site and relocating of the
packages consumed excessively both logistics and site organization time. In many cases
packages couldn’t be found at all thus resulting requirement for an additional purchase and
delivery. Logistics also got notifications about poor warehousing for example from external supervisors that were supervising mounting of the equipment supplied by their company. It seemed that in question packages were opened and left open in the sand for some
reason. Example package was containing filters and it was found from open air and top
open. Needles to say, that this kind of warehousing isn’t suitable for filters.

In many cases delivery shortages such as incorrect item quantities were not noticed earlier
than at installation phase. Construction team was so busy that package belongings were in
most cases checked when installations began. Subcontractors receipt operations as well as
warehousing operations were inadequate and because site construction team was busy with
their own tasks claims to suppliers were sent at a late stage.

Construction site had a certain amount of transportation units that they were able to receive
and unload per day. From time to time tens of transportation units arrived to destination
port at the same time and due to site unloading capacity it created a bottle neck. This led to
a situation where transportation units were kept in “intermediate warehouse” at a local container yard. Per transportation unit the fee is not that high but in total in question additional
storing and handling costs are around 0.3% of the price of equipment. In percentage the
cost doesn’t seem so big but the actual amount could have covered one notable volume
break bulk cargo shipment costs. Billing of this activity came afterwards and the total
amount surprised the project organization.

In many other departments of the Company X, progress is measured in percents. This monitoring practice came topical when all functions (engineering, procurement and logistics)
were asked to indicate progress the same way in the EPC project Z. Naturally, logistics
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provided progress in percents but it was noticed that percent based logistics progress is not
so unambiguous.

5.3.10 Logistics workload

Compared to typical project EPC project Z has been huge project in every aspect but basically logistics activities was managed with few resources. One person has been in charge
of the logistics activities of the EPC project Z but from time to time having help from one
additional logistics resource. Due to very tight schedule, time differences etc., one has to
be available all the time and this lead to an exhausting 24/7 working routine from time to
time. For comparison, at its peak, six project procurement department’s employees have
worked amongst EPC project Z procurement tasks at the same time.

In many cases logistics had to issue forwarding documents, customer documents, L/C documents and project organization documents per shipment. At least customer documents,
L/C documents and project organization documents were required separately for each
shipment and this basically lead to a triple documentation work thus causing a massive
workload. From time to time, several shipments took place at the same and this made logistics work even more challenging.
In EPC project Z logistics took care of activities that usually don’t belong to logistics area
of responsibilities. Logistics issued L/C requirement related inspection plan and in case no
inspection took place chased down letters of waivers from the customer. Logistics also
keep up to date invoicing plan and took care of the equipment price breakdown. In addition, logistics updated Shipment Plan to customer as well as project organization.

5.3.11 Conclusions

In accordance to OPAL Program, logistics related key performance indicators are costs, on
time deliveries and quality. EPC project Z logistics budget was badly exceeded but basis
for this was caused already in the sales phase as logistics costs were estimated with very
limited details but by another party than logistics. Even long after the sales contract the
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actual volumes to be shipped were not known and engineering as well as purchasing was
constantly ongoing. One of the main reasons for noticeable logistics costs was decision to
transport equipment to construction site as readily assembled as possible. Because of the
decision, many shipments included oversized cargoes which are always costly to transport
and of which logistics costs are extremely hard to estimate. Because of the decision to send
all the goods from the suppliers as soon as ready there was not usually time to consolidate
goods of different suppliers and the volumetric efficiency of containers were generally
low. At times, transportation units had to be stored at external service provider’s container
yard because of the construction site goods receipt limits. Additional storing and handling
caused comparatively high costs that could not have foreseen in the beginning of the EPC
project Z.

Generally it can be said that deliveries were at site on time; sometimes even too early. In
EPC project Z logistics has executed logistics as instructed and usually equipment has been
sent from the suppliers to construction site as soon as ready. In general, late deliveries are
sum of many things and usually it originates more because of the issues with supplier for
example to meet the agreed date of readiness than because of the logistics itself. Logistics
just happens to be at the end of the delivery process and due to that it usually receives more
bad feedback than it deserves.

The word quality itself is really equivocal and it can be explained in many different ways.
Quality can be very concrete and measurable but on the other hand it can be very abstract.
From the logistics point of view quality could be for example deliveries containing correct
goods, correct packing lists and customer service. With both; the accuracy of delivery contents and packing lists logistics has to in many cases trust the suppliers and Package Engineers. Due to schedule and travelling policies logistics often has to rely on remote inspections based on pictures and item lists. On the other hand logistics is not responsible to verify equipment and packing list item content correctness but this is more Package Engineers
responsibility. In many cases logistics is visible towards the customer and in EPC project Z
this was not an exception. Due to cultural differences, time differences and extreme workload customer service was exceptionally important in EPC project Z. Logistics worked
more than often around the clock in order to manage several simultaneous shipments and
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to overcome any issues it can be said that the quality of customer service has been more
than good.
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6

RESULTS

This part of the Master’s Thesis presents the main results of the case studies. OPAL Program’s Project Logistics process implications to project logistics are commented in general
and in brief. Some further actions and recommendations to OPAL Program Project Logistics process are discussed in connection with the results of the case study of EPC project Z.

EPC project Z results are presented in the form of further actions and recommendations in
certain areas that rise above others in importance. Even though presented actions and recommendations are divided into particular subject entities some of those may concern more
than one subject area.

In addition, an evaluation of the results is done in results chapter. Some matters that could
not be explored within this Master’s Thesis scope but would still be worth taking into closer review arise during the research. These matters are presented in suggestions for further
research chapter.

6.1 OPAL Program’s Project Logistics process implications to project
logistics
OPAL Program aims for several beneficial development subjects that will also develop
project logistics activities. Good thing is that the way of working should be in line whosoever is implementing it. Same thing is with tools and document templates. This is especially beneficial when concerning joint projects that may involve people from different offices.
Common way of working is also good thing when unexpected and/or temporary substitution is needed. In that case there shouldn’t be need to review how substituted person has
worked but the way of working should be in line with OPAL Program ways.

Clarified roles and responsibilities for its part will reduce confusing situations and miscommunications that have occurred during the EPC project Z. When roles and responsibilities are precise it is easy to distribute tasks to correct persons. In order to learn from pro-
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jects it is particularly important to document lessons learned during the projects. Company
X just has to focus on the practice how lessons are taken into account in next projects.

Project Logistics process demonstrates well logistics process but as projects are unique and
include several variables it cannot be too rigid and specific. Strict schedules and unpredictability of projects requires flexibility from process and a chance to execute several activities in parallel. Therefore implementing of the process cannot be too binding.

Project Logistics process takes into account logistics involvement in the sales phase but
this is not concretely shown in the actual process. This matter is brought up in below further actions and recommendations chapter. OPAL Program based Project Logistics process
is lacking how lessons learned is executed in project logistics. Project logistics department
has internally included it to be one of the project related task but lessons learned activity
should be added to the Project Logistics process also.

6.2 Further actions and recommendations
6.2.1 Logistics in sales

Cost estimation practices have been one of the major discussion topics this year. In the
past, different business lines may have had different approaches for both cost estimations
and timing when supply organization (including both project procurement department as
well as project logistics department) is involved to sales case. More challenging business
environment, changes in organization and huge amount of proposals in proposal management have made proposal work extremely hard. Along with OPAL Program, the aim is to
standardize cost estimation practices and involve supply organization already in the sales
phase as much as possible. Because there are huge amount of proposals and sales cases
ongoing all the time it is understandable that there is not time to spend equally for each
case (and even the nature of proposal can vary from firm to budgetary proposal) but the
bigger the sales case the better it should be planned in the early sales phase.
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Unfortunately, main portion of the current logistics cost estimation requirements sent to
logistics department for proposal purposes are often send with inadequate information and
unrealistic deadlines. For accurate logistics cost estimations it is the most important thing
that logistics has the correct information from the beginning of the sales case. Logistics
needs to know supplier addresses, delivery address, delivery terms, required delivery time
and details about the goods (weight, measurements, volume, drawings, etc.).

Another aspect to be taken into consideration in order to get accurate logistics cost estimations is sufficient schedule. Freight costs are always asked locally and the time needed to
get quotation may vary from days up to weeks. For example, logistics cost estimation may
be required on delivery term DAP bases to such a place where infrastructure is nonexistent.
To receive even fairly estimations, destination route survey is needed and it may take for a
long time.

Even though logistics costs may be small portion from the project entity, well planned and
proactive logistics can create competitiveness and help to won the project to Company X.
For profitable business it is crucial that project logistics department participates to sales
work in the early phase of the sales case. Project logistics department can provide more
accurate logistics estimations, advices for proper delivery term to be used (for some places
certain delivery terms are more suitable than others due to for example customs formalities) as well as advices to L/C preparations and requirements. When logistics is well
planned and correctly priced already in the sales phase Company X has way better opportunity to do business and for example to negotiate more favorable delivery terms (Group C
Terms clauses).

It would be wise to nominate one person from project logistics department to act as a contact person towards the sales organization. The nominated person could centrally implement desired process for logistics cost estimations. In this way the process begins to harmonize and the needed information will be received in required form, thus enabling successful logistics cost estimations. In addition, nominated person could keep logistics related trainings, for example delivery term trainings, to internal stakeholders.
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It is also important to agree L/C requirements in the early phase of the sales case. Obviously, the aim should be such that the L/C document requirements don’t increase workload
unreasonably and that the requirements can be easily fulfilled. Furthermore, L/C shouldn’t
include additional requirements that have not been agreed upon in the contract.

In large scale EPC projects it is not reasonable to invoice customer shipment by shipment
through L/C. Invoicing in large scale EPC project should be simple and it should be executed for example on monthly basis on regular payments or in accordance with beforehand
specified milestones. In addition, it should be considered if pricing activities in EPC projects should be managed by completely different person than someone from logistics. In
EPC project Z managing price breakdown, invoicing planning, invoicing procedure and
follow up took a lot of time away from other logistics activities.

In OPAL Program based Project Logistics process logistics department is stated to be included as early as from the sales phase but this is not shown on OPAL Program Project
Logistics process but input for Project Logistics process is the Project Supply Plan. Appendix 11 presents one approach how sales phase could be connected to Project Logistics
process.

Input in this case would be a sales case assignment. Sales organization provides required
details to procurement and logistics. Procurement issues Preliminary Project Procurement
Plan in which indicates from which suppliers (own workshops or external suppliers) purchases are planned to happen. If applicable, logistics and finance department give advices
concerning L/C requirements. Logistics gathers all information in such a form that it can
be sent to forwarding companies for logistics cost estimation purposes. Logistics receives
logistics cost estimations from forwarding companies and distributes cost information to
sales organization.

Duration between sales case and actual sales contract can take years so it is important to
document the sales case. Sales case documentation also increases logistics cost as well as
product awareness and it may be utilized in other sales cases. Time factor also has an affects to earlier received freight cost indications as cost levels vary over time. This is some-
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thing that needs to be taken into account if sales case “reheats” again after a longer time
period. If the outcome of the proposal towards the customer is sales contract the output for
project logistics is Project Supply Plan. The person who has been nominated to project can
utilize documented sales case material and also ask further information from the logistics
person in charge of the in question sales case.

6.2.2 Transportation focus in product design

In EPC project Z the equipment were as readily assembled as possible. It is understandable
that the equipment is in many cases easier to assemble in the workshop than at construction
site. As readily assembled as possible solution is often result of lower costs and quality that
origin supplier can provide when compared to destination resources, capabilities as well as
circumstances that can at many places be extremely challenging. Logistics is in any case at
the end of the delivery process and it is usually neglected due to importance of the equipment. This way of thinking can easily lead to oversized cargoes, more complex transportations and very expensive freight costs. Figure 23 presents some pros and cons between
design to fit the equipment to conventional transportation units and as readily assembled as
possible design concerning big size equipment.

Figure 23. Pros and cons between design enabling transportation in conventional transportation units and as readily assembled as possible design.
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There is a great logistics cost saving potential if big size products can be disassembled to
fit conventional transportation units during the transportation. Company X has wide product and solution portfolio but design optimization research could begin from own manufacturing workshops and from products that can be characterized to be modularized products.
Obviously the products should be such that required level of change for its design is possible to do. At the same time reviewed product details could be collected to project logistics
department database in order to utilize product details in logistics cost estimation purposes.

One person from project logistics department could be nominated for this research and this
person could possibly be the same who would be contact person towards the sales organization in sales case assignments. Logistics could articulate matters that need to be taken
into account from the logistics point of view in design. This research would also require
deep involvement from the engineering department.

Overall, whenever it is possible, Company X should prefer designing, manufacturing as
well as packing the equipment in such a way that it is possible to utilize conventional
transportation units when transporting. Using of conventional transportation units minimizes logistics costs and thus it is the key factor for achieving logistics savings. Engineering itself can be seen as one of the pricing tools because logistics costs are estimated in
accordance to equipment measurements. Therefore for example basic engineering should
be as specific and accurate as possible already in the early phase of the project.

6.2.3 Shipment volume consolidation

Another saving potential could be obtained through consolidation. In EPC project Z this
was not usually possible because goods needed to be shipped from the suppliers as soon as
ready for shipment. One way to execute the consolidation would be to collect the goods
from the suppliers to for example Company X’s external service provider who could take
care of the containerizing planning as well as the actual stuffing.

Another option would be to collect the goods to for example cargo terminal at the port of
departure. In this case another external service provider could take care of the containeriz-
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ing planning as well as the stuffing. Both options are time sensitive as deliveries from the
suppliers would need to be synchronized in order not to jeopardize the overall schedule of
the project.

6.2.4 Developing the cooperation with Package Engineers

Especially when Company X utilizes external Package Engineer resources it would be very
important that they are introduced to Company X’s way of working. Obviously they are in
their own area but also introduction to how their role affects to other departments. To meet
this purpose there could be one person from project logistics department who introduces
project logistics department way of working as well as logistics requirements to new Package Engineers. Nominated person could also create “a training package” to support trainings.

In addition, roles and responsibilities of logistics as well as Package Engineers must be
clarified in large scale EPC projects. If checking and approving of packing list is a responsibility of a Package Engineer then it must be so. Package Engineer has to take stronger
role in expediting and inspection activities, actively collect and share weight and volume
information, and ensure the accuracy of packing list details.

6.2.5 Purchase order clauses

Procurement department has in use some clauses for liquidated damages for example because of late delivery of equipment or certain documentation. Some requirements and
clauses could also be considered in purchasing concerning logistics matters. The possibility
of use below mentioned clauses needs to be sort out in cooperation with legal and procurement department. Requirement and clauses to be considered are the following:


Requirement for confirmation that logistics instructions are read and understood.



Clause for reimbursement if supplier fails to comply with given instructions.



Clause for reimbursement if (final) package details differ a lot from what was informed.
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Clause if additional costs occur due to supplier actions.



Clause for reimbursement if additional deliveries are needed to be arranged due to
supplier mistake, for example if equipment have been forgotten from the main delivery.

In EPC project Z suppliers were provided with detailed and informative logistics instructions but when comparing some supplier’s actions to instructions it can be shown that
sometimes instructions are not read carefully or were even neglected completely. Suppliers
may for example issue export invoices that include wrong information or fill out package
and items -spreadsheets incorrectly and that always causes extra work. Therefore it would
be really important to require assurance that instructions have been read and understood.

In addition, especially with first time suppliers there may be need to provide even more
precise information and instructions. It is crucial that suppliers understand the required
information, their timing and purpose. Detailed logistics information and instructions must
be given to all suppliers at the beginning of the project.

It is important to receive reliable package details from the suppliers. Even the smallest
change in measurement or in gross weight may increase freight costs, especially in shipments by air. The worst case scenario is that transportation units are denied from the
booked mode of transport due to unexpected changes in measurements and/or in weight.
Therefore it would be beneficial to include reimbursement clause against such cases.

With certain delivery terms additional costs may occur. These costs must be taken into
account already in the procurement negotiations and agree on before the purchase order.
Same thing goes with additional deliveries due to supplier mistake. Cost allocation must be
agreed before the possible mistake happens.

6.2.6 Developing the cooperation with suppliers

In many cases Package Engineer and procurement department have business meetings with
the suppliers. It would be beneficial to involve logistics to these meetings as well. Logistics
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could review logistics related requirements face to face with the supplier as well as give
clarifications if some logistics instructions are unclear. Logistics related requirements
could also be recorded into minutes of the meeting memo that is signed by all parties. In
case of doubt for example with additional deliveries both parties could check from the
memo what has been agreed.

Even if logistics is involved to business meetings with the supplier the representative from
the supplier side is usually a sales person and logistics instructions will most probably be
given to supplier’s logistics department through “telephone”. Therefore it would be beneficial to require also supplier’s logistics representative to business meetings.

Company X has some preferred suppliers and it could be beneficial to nominate a person
from project logistics department to develop as well as deepen logistics related cooperation
with the preferred suppliers. Nominated person could give training about the Company X’s
logistics requirements, for example how to fill out items-spreadsheet correctly, to preferred
suppliers. As outcome trainings could accelerate and facilitate logistics activities in future
projects as supplier would automatically know what Company X requires from them. Person executing this task could possibly be the same person who would be the contact person
for sales related freight estimations.

6.2.7 Shipment monitoring

At the moment project logistics department does not have percent based progress indicator
for monitoring of the logistics. As OPAL Program aims to harmonize information visibility
and common ways of working this development task could be topical to execute at the project logistics department. From project logistics point of view progress indicator should
include such phases which Logistics Representative can affect but on the other hand, from
EPC project Z point of view progress indicator was asked to display physical progress of
an individual shipment. Therefore there could be two different progress indicators; another
being activity based and the other being time based progress indicator.
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Activity based progress indicator activities can be derived for example from OPAL Program’s Project Logistics process. Table 11 presents one example how activity based progress indicator could work. Presumption in this example is that purchase order sent to supplier will also be an individual shipment. Delivery term towards the end customer in this
example is DAP construction site, Middle East (Incoterms 2010). The need for certain activities depends on the Incoterm that is being used as well as from contractual terms. For
example in some projects L/C is used but in some projects not. In this example activity
shipment customs cleared is marked NA because Company X logistics cannot effect on it.

Table 11. Activity based shipment progress indicator example.
Activity
Instructions prepared and sent to supplier
Preliminary shipment details received from supplier
and freight RFQ sent to Forwarding company
Freight RFQ received
Shipment booked
Final shipment details received from supplier
Packing lists received and approved,
goods marked, goods ready for shipment
Containers loaded and
ready for shipment
Containers collected and
transported to port of departure
Shipment has taken place and
shipment documentation has been issued and sent
LC documentation issued and
approved
Shipment arrived at port of discharge
Shipment customs cleared by the customer
Shipment delivered to customer
at place of destination

Shipment
progress
10%
15%
25%
30%
35%
40%
50%
60%
75%
80%
90%
NA
100%

In table 12 shipment progress indicator is time based and it displays physical progress of
an individual shipment. In this example transportation units are containers and port of loading is Antwerp, Belgium. Delivery term in equipment purchase order is FOB Antwerp,
Belgium (Incoterms 2010) and to end customer it is DAP construction site, Middle East
(Incoterms 2010). Start for this progress report is notification when equipment is ready at
the supplier and finally shipment progress achieves 100% when the equipment is unloaded
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at the construction site. Notable matter in this model is that major percentage has been allocated to phase when vessel is at sea due to fact that it takes most of the time when progress is time based but on the other hand it is impossible for Logistics Representative to
have an effect for progress of this phase.

Table 12. Time based shipment progress indicator example.
Shipment
Shipment
phase
progress
Equipment ready
0%
at the supplier
Equipment ready and loaded to
transportation unit at the port
12%
of loading, and export cleared
Vessel departure from the
15%
port of loading
Vessel at sea
15-79 %
Vessel arrival
80%
to port of unloading
Equipment unloaded
83%
from the vessel
Import clearance ready and
equipment ready to be
95%
delivered to construction site
Equipment unloaded at
100%
construction site

It must be kept in mind that the delivery variation in logistics is huge meaning that there
has to be several different progress indicators. Delivery can be executed with different
mode of transport, with different delivery terms and from different places around the
world. To give an idea about the variation in logistics, in FOB delivery shipment progress
reaches 100% when the goods are loaded on board at the port of shipment and in DAP delivery when equipment are unloaded at the construction site.

For example, table 12 would have more phases if shipment starts from Finland instead of
Belgium. In this case export clearance is managed in Finland and the containers would first
be loaded to feeder vessel that unloads the containers at Antwerp, Belgium. This would
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also increase total transit time. In Belgium the containers would be loaded to ocean vessel
as in original example.

6.2.8 Site logistics

Large scale EPC project needs to have nominated full time Site Logistics Manager who
would be in charge of for example monitoring upcoming shipments and coordinating destination arrival as well as receipt of goods. As logistics is busy with organizing deliveries
from the origin someone has to monitor arrival schedules at the destination especially if
delivery term is DAP and customer is in charge of import clearance. In this case Site Logistics Manager would also monitor that no additional costs (for example such as demurrage and detention) will occur out of control.

In addition, Site Logistics Manager responsibilities would cover unloading as well as on
site warehousing and material management operations (Karling, 2013b, p. 3). Delivery
check-up should take place immediately after receipt but because subcontractor did not
know what they were checking, in many cases material shortages were noticed not earlier
than installation phase. Significant amount of parts and materials were lost because of poor
on site material management and inadequate warehousing. Site Logistics Manager could be
in charge of these activities and thus prevent lost of materials. If warehousing is executed
under skilled Site Logistics Manager all deliveries are efficiently organized to temporary
warehousing areas and thus easily locatable when the need of material is at hand.

6.2.9 Logistics work resourcing

Project implementation requires resources and the resources have to be sufficient for project needs. Large scale EPC projects certainly require more workforce than smaller projects and this has to be considered also in logistical activities. Main responsibility for logistics planning in bigger picture could be managed by Logistics Manager role and for the
operational work, Logistics Specialist role resources could be utilized. Allocation of work
could be based on, for example, equipment packages. However, it is important that one
person in responsible for managing the big picture.
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6.2.10 Lessons learning from projects

In general, project specific lessons learned documents must be issued and it needs to review with the project team. Lessons learned have become part of the project activities but
another thing is to ensure that lessons are taken into account when similar projects take
place.

First thing is to collect lessons to database and to ensure that the data is available and easily accessible. Another thing is to get people using lessons learned from old projects. One
solution could be to commit review of lessons learned when new project begins to personal
bonuses. This is quite extreme alternative but all the more effective. All in all, at project
logistics department this could be organized in such a way that before new project begins,
nominated Logistics Specialists calls an internal meeting with project logistics team and
informs relevant logistics details of the upcoming project. Other project logistics team
members review lessons learned documents from past similar projects they have been
managing as well as gather other beneficial advices and experiences to meeting. In the
meeting Logistics Specialist receives valuable information about the things that logistics
activities of the upcoming project may require. Lessons of older projects are passed on.

6.3 Evaluation of the results
Research can be seen to be successful because Master’s Thesis provides answers to research questions. In EPC project Z case study chapter, both main logistics issues during the
in question project and logistics related lessons learned were presented. ECP project Z case
study chapter and further actions and recommendations chapter together include factors
how project logistics can be developed.
The results of the Master’s Thesis are not scientifically significant but when considering
profitable business; results can be seen very beneficial. By involving logistics already in
the sales phase Company X has way better opportunity to do profitable business by well
planned and correctly priced logistics. Transportation focus in product design in turn can
create notable savings in logistics costs. Even though both findings and observations and
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further actions and recommendations are derived from a single EPC project suggestions are
in many cases generalizable; at least when it comes to logistics in sales and transportation
focus in product design.

6.4 Suggestions for further research
A few ideas for topics of the further studies can be proposed based on the results of this
Master’s Thesis:


How to organize effective site logistics including material handling and warehousing?



Transportation focus in product design.

Further research could be done with the subject; how to organize effective site logistics in
EPC projects. In large scale EPC projects warehousing of materials should be taken into
consideration in the planning phase in order to be sure that all materials are correctly stored
and available as soon as materials are needed. Efficient warehousing activities also include
delivery check up so that possible shortages of materials are spotted immediately after receipt.

There is a great saving potential if products can be designed to meet the acceptable limits
of conventional transportation units. Thus, transportation focus in product design -subject
is particularly profitable to study further.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

This Master’s Thesis was implemented to a Finnish company that works in challenging
and uncertain project business environment. The background of the research topic was
compounded from two separate subjects; OPAL Program and case study of an actual EPC
project Z. The purpose of the Master’s Thesis was to examine Project Logistics process in
accordance with the OPAL Program as well as logistics process in EPC project Z. The aim
of the research was to develop project logistics related functions.

In literature research, theories about process modeling and improvement were introduced.
In addition, theories about lessons learning as well as logistics process were presented in
the same chapter. Literature research contributed to create understanding about the Master’s Thesis subjects thus being basis for the empirical research. Literature material was
collected from academic scientific articles and books related to the research subjects.
Empirical research of the Master’s Thesis contained qualitative research of both OPAL
Program based Project Logistics process and large scale EPC project Z. Examine of the
Project Logistics process supported the research of the logistics process of the EPC project
Z. Research methodology in both cases was case study by using various data collection
methods such as observations, internal databases and documents as well as interviews.

In EPC project Z case study first thing was to define main phases of the EPC project Z in
order to understand what happens before and after logistics process phases. Secondly, key
roles of the logistics process were determined and logistics process in EPC project Z was
described. EPC project Z was divided to three sub-processes; planning, implementation
and monitoring. Thirdly, findings and observations of the EPC project Z were collected
and presented. Main findings and observations concerned logistics estimations (both costs
and shipment volume) that were made in the early sales phase of the EPC project Z as well
as various oversized deliveries that took place during the EPC project Z. Logistics department was not involved in the early sales phase of the EPC project Z and for long, total volumes to be shipped were not known. In order to save time and work in assembly at construction site, many equipment were transported to destination as readily assembled as pos-
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sible. This led to considerably large quantities of oversized deliveries which are more expensive to transport than conventional transportation units.

The main further action and recommendation concerns logistics in sales. Well planned and
proactive logistics can create competitiveness and help to win projects to Company X.
Company X has way better opportunity to do business when logistics is well planned and
correctly priced in the early sales phase. For this purpose it was suggested that Company X
nominates one person from project logistics department to act as a contact person towards
sales organization. Nominated person can centrally implement desired process for logistics
costs estimations and thus harmonize the process for example in which form the information is required for cost estimations. In addition, a process description how logistics
could be involved in the sales phase was suggested.

Another main further action and recommendation concerns transportation focus in product
design. In EPC project Z the equipment were as readily assembled as possible. This led to
oversized deliveries and thus “shipment of air”. There is a great logistics cost saving potential if big size products can be dissembled to fit conventional transportation units during
the transportation. Company X should study this possibility further and for that purpose a
nominated person from project logistics department should be involved. In addition, strong
participation from engineering department is required. Overall, possibility to use conventional transportation units minimizes logistics costs and thus Company X should prefer
designing, manufacturing as well as packing the equipment in such a way whenever it is
possible.

Research was successful and it provides suggestions how to develop project logistics by
answering the research questions. The results of the Master’s Thesis are not scientifically
significant but when considering profitable business; results can be seen very beneficial. In
addition, a few ideas for topics of further studies can be proposed based on the results of
this Master’s Thesis. Further research can be done with the subjects; how to organize effective site logistics in EPC projects and in product design optimization for transportation.
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APPENDIX 1. Examples of Logistics Plan and Shipment Plan

XX-XXXXXX Project Name
Logistics Plan

Date:
Revision:
Shipment Equipment PO No. Supplier
No.
Package
No.

001

1

P01

Putki Oy

Description Term of Delivery
Delivery Date

Piping

FCA

Shipment Total Gross Total
B/L
Quantity Weight, kg Volume,
m3
No. Date

12.5.2011 1 x 40'DC 12 000,00

Port of
ETS
Shipment

15,00 123 17.5.2015 Kotka,
Finland

ATS

Port of
ETA
Unloading

ATA

Date of
Date of
Customs Delivery
Clearance

17.5.2015 17.5.2015 Hamburg, 20.5.2015 20.5.2015 NA
Germany

Remarks

25.5.2015 -

XX-XXXXXX Project Name
Shipment Plan
Date:
Revision:
Shipment No. Equipment Description
Package
No.

Supplier

Port of Loading
(From)

Port of
Unloading
(To)

Estimated
Date of
Shipment

Estimated
Date of
Arrival

Estimated
Date of
Arrival at
Site

Estimated
Shipment
Quantity

Total
gross
weight,
ton

Total
volume,
m3

001

Putki Oy

Kotka, Finland

Hamburg,
Germany

17.5.2015

20.5.2015

25.5.2015

1 x 40'DC

12

15,00

P01

Piping

APPENDIX 2. Project Logistics process (adapted from Project logistics)

APPENDIX 3. Sub-process: Plan and estimate shipping activities (adapted from Plan and estimate shipping activities)

APPENDIX 4. Sub-process: Contract logistics services (adapted from Contract logistics services)

APPENDIX 5. Sub-process: Manage packing process and pre-carriages (adapted from Manage packing process and pre-carriages)

APPENDIX 6. Sub-process: Prepare shipping invoice (adapted from Prepare shipping invoice)

APPENDIX 7. Sub-process: Manage shipping (adapted from Manage shipping)

APPENDIX 8. Logistics planning phase in EPC project Z

APPENDIX 9. Logistics implementation phase in EPC project Z

APPENDIX 10. Logistics monitoring phase in EPC project Z

APPENDIX 11. Logistics process in sales phase

